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GRASS ROOTS AMERICA STANDS
For a couple of years the battle has been rag- the viewers would be encouraged to write the to Time magazine, liberals expected to lose,
ing between the homosexuals and their op- FCC to protest the station's license renewal but not by that wide of a margin.
ponents and now as the smoke is clearing, it because they evidenced prejudice against free
Chicago alderman Clifford Kelly has decidappears the momentum is swinging toward speech.
ed to delay pressing for a local gay rights orthose who favor righteousness and separation
Falwell noted, "Momentum is on our side. dinance after the St. Paul and Wichita votes.
of the sexes. The. pro-homosexual movement There are 40 cities in America with ordinances He told Time magazine, "I'd rather not call
had been gaining ground, with liberal groups favoring homosexuals. I challenge fundamen- up the bill if it would make a real poor showfavoring recognition and ordination of talists in each of these cities to lead thefightand ing.
homosexuals. They were reinforced by the clean up their town. I'll do all I can to help in
In New York, a Post poll showed city
jokes and comments on late night talk shows every city. We can win these battles one at a residents narrowly opposing the enactment of a
that favored perverted sex.
time .. . then let's go to San Francisco with 40 homosexual rights bill by 51.6% to 48.4%.
Anita Bryant made headlines around the victories behind us and challenge the homosexA citywide referendum to repeal a gay rights
world when she campaigned against the so- ual capitol of America."
ordinance in Eugene, Oregon, is scheduled for
called "gay rights" ordinance in Dade CounA similar vote was also taken recently in May 23. The local organization, known as
ty, Florida. Well-known for her commercials Wichita, Kansas, where the winning margin VOICE, announced it would stick to political
on orange juice, she risked her career to speak was even greater. Wichita is a typical mid- arguments rather than raise the questions of
out against militant homosexuality. The western city with strong roots tied to "average God and morality.
previously adopted ordinance gave special Americans." The vote was so overwhelmingThe liberals view with alarm the fact
privileges to homosexuals in the areas of hous- ly anti-homosexual that no one missed its that "Americans have denied civil rights to a
ing, public accomodation and employment. It message—typical Americans repudiate the minority." But besides being a theological sin,
would have allowed known practicing "gay life style."
a psychological perversion and a criminal
homosexuals to teach in public and private
The Wichita margin was almost 5 to 1 threat to children, the issue of civil rights for
schools, including religious schools. The (47,246 to 10,005), by which citizens repeal- homosexuals is a smoke-screen. They have no
residents voted 203,309 (69%) to 89,562 ed the 7-month-old local gay rights ordinance more minority rights than the marijuana
(31%), or better than 2 to 1, in favor of over- that barred discrimination in housing, employ- smoker or the compulsive exhibitionist. The
turning the controversial new ordinance.
ment and public accommodations. According
See, Grass Roots pg. 10
Bryant had said, "Even though the law of
the land may say that homosexual practices are
no longer criminal, they are still sin." She was
subjected to bitter attacks of all kinds: boycotts
on her singing career, threats on her life, and
vicious criticism. She has been the butt of jokes
on T.V. and has been jeered at by liberals. She
and her family have received bomb threats and
constant hounding, all because a mother stood
up for her family's rights.
A victory for decency was won when Good
Housekeeping magazine published a poll showing Anita Bryant as the most admired woman
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in America. Many could not believe it, but
when they checked the method of taking the
poll, they found the results to be accurate. A
deep rumbling was heard from sleeping
America. Not only was the average American
against homosexuality, but he admired a person who was courageous enough to speak out
against it.
Max Rafferty, former California Superintendent of Public Instruction, said he was, "joining the Bryant Brigade." He wrote against
homosexuality in the Los Angeles Times, "If
it's okay to hire a pervert to teach in a public
institution and if it's okay to pay a pervert with
tax money, and if it's okay to put a pervert in
charge of the educational destiny of school
children, then it must be okay to be a
pervert."
Richard Angwin, pastor of Temple Baptist
Church, St. Paul, Minnesota, organized his
Charles Hughes is one of the best loved
community against a proposed homosexual oryoung men in the Thomas Road family
dinance. Professional homosexual politicians
because of his lead role in the "I Love
fought for their position. Angwin called his
America" program, because he graduated
group CAM (Citizens Alert for Morality).
from both Lynchburg Christian Academy and
Help came from many sources; more people
Liberty Baptist College and because he is the
than just fundamental Baptists wanted
righteousness. Mailings were sent out every
son of Dr. Robert Hughes, dean of Liberty
week, and the community was alerted through
Baptist Seminary but Charles Hughes is loved
radio and T.V. ads.
most of all because he is a young man who
Jerry Falwell and Anita Bryant were slated
preaches with the power of God.
to appear at a gigantic rally in St. Paul to opIt is only natural that an accident that
pose the ordinance. Falwell could not get back
brought Charles to the point of death also
from a Middle East peace trip and Bryant was
brought an outpouring of love from the
ill. Yet , even without the big names the movechurch family.
ment gained ground as over 9000 persons
The details leading up to the accident began
CHARLES HUGHES
gathered, showing it was a movement of the
on a cold, dark, dreary night—midnight on
people, not just of the leaders. The homosexThursday, March 16. Dick Bernier, an
uals again lost by a two to one vote in a
18-year-old LBC student, sat behind the wheel
university community which they thought was
of
Charles' van, parked outside County Green
a liberal, friendly battleground.
Apartments in Lynchburg. He waited patientHe also noted, "Research shows that homosexly for Charles, Dave and Mark to get ready to
We are fundamentalists. Editor Elmer Towns
uality is not an inborn desire, the person first
move.
tells
why.
Page
Two.
commits the act and the desire follows later."
The three evangelistic team members
Euthanasia. Right or wrong? Page Two.
He observed that homosexuals proselyte
prepared inside for a long haul to Tioga,
Christian school movement in America.
children who are innocent and impressionable;
N. Y., where they were scheduled to lead a
it is the only way they can progagate
An interview with Al Janney. Page Three.
crusade the following night. It was agreed
themselves.
Bruce Braun is OTGH's new director. Page
among them to leave at such a strange hour so
This is not Falwell's first attack on homosexFive.
they could get to their destination by morning
uality. Heflewto Dade County and stood with
Engagements. Page Six.
and have the rest of the day to rest up and
Anita Bryant, then recruited other preachers to
Mrs. Lacks is one of TRBC's oldest memhelp fight the battle, and he has not limited the
prepare for the crusade.
bers. Page Seven.
fight to homosexuality alone.
Dick had joined the team last October as an
Airline stewardess Theresa Pascal flying
Last February the Virginia legislature was fac' 'evangelist trainee.'' He had felt God's call to
high on Christ. Page Eight.
ed with a bill to fund abortion-on-demand.
full-time evangelism, and he wanted to get
Sports. LBC Football. Page Ten.
Falwell had spent his time fighting ERA at
practical experience with the traveling and the
People's Baptist Church, Buena Vista, feaRichmond and thought the abortion battle was
bookings. In return for the privilege of traveltured. Page Twelve.
lost in Virginia. His sermon on Sunday evening
ing with Charles, he offered to be the team's
was entitled "Abortion: Is It Murder?" A copy
driver.
was mailed to every state legislator with a coverBULLETIN
As die diree team members climbed inside
ing letter stating that Falwell felt they were
the van, Dick stationed himself in the driver's
In San Diego on Monday, May 22, the
voting for murder. Many legislators changed
seat. In the rear of the van was located a bed
their vote and the issue was defeated.
United Presbyterian Church voted not to orbig enough for all three team members to sleep
dain avowed practicing homosexuals into the
"If we can help win a state battle, why not
in. The bed sat about a foot and a half above
help clean up America?" thought Falwell. The
ministry. The church did agree to ordain a
the floor of the van; underneath was stored all
three issues in the "Clean Up America" camrepentent homosexual who would live a
the group's sound equipment. Consequendy,
paign deal with homosexuality, abortion and
celibate life.
the surface of the bed was within inches of the
pornography.
ceiling,
and it left a somewhat closed-in area at
According to CBS News, America has 40
Not only have almost a million ballots been
the
very
rear of the van.
cities
that
still
have
ordinances
favoring
mailed to The Old-Time Gospel Hour listeners,
Mark
Lowry
stretchen out direcdy behind
homosexuals. Such laws destroy the civil rights
but they have appeared nationally in newspapers
die
driver's
seat;
Charles Hughes lay down on
of
employers,
school
children
and
the
communiand T.V. Guide Magazine. Americans are askdie passenger's side of the bed; David
ty. A school board should have the civil right to
ed to respond to the following questions:
protect children from known, avowed, practic
Musselman was sandwiched between Mark
1. Do you approve of known practicing
ing
homosexuals.
A
homosexual
has
no
more
and
Charles.
homosexuals teaching in public schools?
right to teach in a school than a heroin addict
Mark and David both lay with their heads
• Yes
D No
has the right to work in a drugstore.
against the rear of the van. Charles, however,
2. Do you approve of the present laws
Where are the Gideons? Where are the funfelt die closed-in area would give him
legalizing abortion-on-demand?
damentalist pastors that will champion the
claustrophobia, so he lay with his feet against
• Yes
D No
cause ofrighteousness?Who will clean up these
the rear of the van and his head hanging over
3. Do you approve of the laws of our land
cities?
permitting the open display of pornothe edge of die bed toward the dashboard.
Jerry Falwell says, "I will stand in the wings
graphic materials on news stands, T.V.,
This concerned Mark from the time the van
and I will help, but local pastors must take up
and in movies?
left Lynchburg. "Charles, I wish you
the challenge."
• Yes
D No
wouldn't sleep like that," he said.
America will not have revival until there is
The response so far has been overwhelmingly
"I'll be all right," was die mumbled reply.
sin-consciousness. Many evangelists preach
" N O " on all three questions. With ballots
"Charles, if anything should happen, you
Christ, and that is needed. But America needs a
literally flooding the mailroom, a recent sample
can live widiout your feet, but you sure can't
conviction of sin before she will return to God
of nearly 9000 of them indicated a negative
live widiout your head.''
and righteousness.
margin of 16 to 1.
"I'll be all right," Charles repeated, half
The batde is turning to our side but it has not
Falwell was afraid some T.V. stations would
asleep.
been won. If we keep quiet now, we are sur
drop the program because of his hard stand on
Five and a half hours later, Dick started up a
rendering.
homosexuality. As yet, only one station has in
hill
in die northbound lanes of Interstate 81
Let us mark these cities and win the battle
ditated that homosexuals have demanded equal
near
Exit 12 at Carlisle, Pa. He breezed along
one by one. Then let's unite and take on the
time. No stations have been dropped and only
in
die
left lane at about 55 miles an hour as he
homosexual
capitol,
San
Francisco.
We
can
fill
one requested an alternate sermon.
passed a Mack truck climbing up die hill. He
the city with workers from our churches, sing
"If a station drops us because we have exer
cleared die truck by about a quarter of mile as
ing teams holding street meetings, and large
cited our free speech," states Falwell, "we will
he reached the top of die hill.
rallies. Let's champion the cause of
take legal action because the talk shows are
righteousness.
As he started down die wheels of die van
presenting the other side." He also noted that

Counting the ballots kept the staff busy
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'Beloved' Charles Hughes
Recovering, Prayer Cited
NEAR FATAL CAR CRASH
STYMIES TEAM

INSIDE INFO

began to skid across a patch of ice on the
freeway. It was a thin sheet of ice which often
forms on a highway just after a freezing rain;
snowtires and chains are little help on such
danger spots. The van began to skid furiously
out of control.
Mark was the first to awaken. "Dick!
DICK!" he shouted. "Wake up! Dick!"
Dick was not asleep. He was concentrating
all his energies and skills toward getting diat
van out of trouble. The van slid slideways and
banged into die guardrail facing the right side
of die freeway. Immediately die van bounced
away from the rail in die other direction. If the
van had smashed through die guardrail, it
would have plunged over a jagged cliff into a
deep chasm—probably killing everyone inside.
By diis time, die van was totally out of control and heading toward die center median of
die freeway. Dick thought, "If I can make it
to the median, I'll be all right."
But just as he said diat, he glanced dirough
the sideview mirror and notice die Mack truck

"We have seen Charles
Hughes go to the edge of
death, and we have seen
prayer
bring
him
back."—Jerry Falwell.
he had passed barreling down the hill on a collision course with the van. The truck was going at least 60 down die hill. There was no
way the van could get to the median in time.
Terror gripped Dick's heart. "Lord, we're
coming home!"
Just men die Mack truck jack-knifed into
die left side of the van, pinning Dick firmly in
the smashed driver's seat and sending a
pulverizing, crushing blow against his chest
. and head, the impact sent die odier diree occupants of die van flying in every direction.
The truck blasted a gaping triangular hole

Van involved in near fatal accident

on the left side of the van just beneath die
center window. Mark's body was caught in
this hole at the point of impact. He was knocked out immediately. When he was found, his
head and chest were outside die van but his
waist, hips and legs were still caught in the
triangular gash.
Dave awakened in time to see bodies hurtling past him in the van. He too was tiirown
around and felt a large crushing thud against
the front part of his body and lost consciousness again.
As far as anyone know, Charles never
awakened. As die truck crashed into die van,
Charles body was hurtled head-first against die
dashboard and bounced against the sides of die
van.
Somehow, Dick managed to stay alert
dirough most of this ordeal. However, the
breath was knocked out of him when he was
pinned to his seat. As he lay there in the van
gasping for air and spitting up blood, he noticed die tape player appeared to be on. He pushed a tape in and then struggled to reach the ignition. Thinking die engine was still on
(which it was), he reached over to the key and
turned die engine off. This may have saved
die van from blowing up.
Dick could not turn his aching body around
to see David and Charles. When authorities
and rescue workers came and dug him out of
die wreckage, they were not aware that Dave
See Charles, Page 11

DR. AL JANNEY

Christian Schools Grow
By ELMER L. TOWNS
Towns: How large is the Christian School
movement in America?
Janney: Let me give you somefiguresso you
can have a reference point. There are approximately 50 million elementary and secondary
school students in the U. S. Out of all our
school children, a little more than five and a
half million do not attend public schools. That
means diere are a litde over 10% in non
public schools. Thousands of these go to
Roman Cadiolic Schools. We should talk about
Christian Schools in a limited sense including
in diat group only the non-public school, nonRoman Cadiolic students. There are about
500,000 students in Christian schools. Now
500,000 out of 50 million is only one percent.
There are presendy some 10,000 to 14,000
Christian schools in America. And it is believed another 1,000 Christian schools are being
started each year. Christian schools average
between 300 500 students per school.
Therefore, there are approximately 500,000

to 750,000 students in diese schools, with
about 100,000 teachers. Christian schools
spend between four and six billion dollars a
year. So we believe diat they are here to stay.
The Christian school movement is getting
stronger. The American Assoication of Christian Schools, of which I am the President, is
now organized in 32 states. We have conventions that will probably register 10,000
teachers this year.
Towns: What do you see as the greatest
direat to freedom of Christian education in
America?
Janney: 1 believe it is the apathy of Christian
parents, pastors, and educational leaders. I
believe diat the people in Washington who are
involved in die regulatory agencies are
amenable to listening; they are simply not be
ing told what problems they are creating.
Towns: Let's speak specifically. What
threats does the Christian school movement in
America face today? Specifically, from where
are diose threats coming?
See Christian Schools, page 3
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JOURNAL CHAMPION

EDITORIAL
We Are Fundamentalists
Name-calling seems to be one of the pastimes of many in
today's churches. With name-calling is the process of labeling, which implies that people are good or bad. Christians
give negative names to those they do not admire and
positive names to themselves.
Some call themselves fundamentalists with a great deal
of pride. It's a position for which they will fight. Fundamentalists are founded on basic Christianity. Others call
themselves evangelicals. This term is about 50 years old
and those who use it are comfortable with the publicity that
"born-again" evangelicals are getting in the press.
A fundamentalist knows he is not an evangelical and an
evangelical would never be caught dead with the label fundamentalist. And neither would allow you to call them
liberal or even modernists. Both know that the liberals are
wrong.
Only the Bible is right and without error; it is the source
of truth. And long as we are in the flesh, our opinions are
subject to error. However, the closer a man gets to Scripture, the closer he comes to truth.
WHAT IS A FUNDAMENTALIST?
The term fundamental means basic, original, without additions or dilutions. When something is fundamental it is
absolutely necessary. As an illustration, wheels, spark
plugs and a drive shaft are necessary to the operation of an
automobile. They are fundamental to the nature of an
automobile. A glove compartment or a back seat is not
necessary for driving. A fundamentalist believes the doctrines that are necessary to the establishment of Christianity. If he were to deny any of the basics, he would deny his
faith.
A group of men began the magazine The Fundamentalist in 1905. Five doctrinal points became the basis of
their fellowship. Since truth does not change, these five
points still make up the core of fundamentalism. A fundamentalist incorporates these in his doctrinal statement.
He believes certain things are absolutely necessary for the
existence of Christianity and for the continuance of his
faith. We call a person "liberal" or a "modernist" if he
denies anyone of the fundamentals of the faith.
T H E WORD OF GOD
First, a fundamentalist is completely committed to the
verbal-plenary inspiration of Scripture. He believes every
word was written by the direct influence of the Holy Spirit
and that the Scripture is without error and accurate in all
details. A fundamentalist believes the Word of God is the
foundation of Christianity and if there were any "crack,"
even in one verse, then truth would be inconsistent and
faith would be vain.
A fundamentalist accepts the literal interpretation of
Scripture and its obligations upon his life. He must obey
the Bible in his life, including a godly walk, aggressive
evangelism, separation, and in the solution to all his problems. Because of the nature of Scripture and its absolute
necessity for Christianity a fundamentalist will defend it to
the death and attack those who compromise its stanfr '
THE VIRGIN BIRTH
Second, a fundamentalist believes in the virgin birth of
the Son of God. Sin is the great destroyer and is passed
from parent to child so that all perish. But Jesus Christ, the
eternal Son of God was conceived by the Holy Ghost in the
virgin Mary, hence, He was not contaminated by sin. He
had a sinless birth, lived a sinless life and died as a sinless
substitute. One who denies the virgin birth of Christ could
not rightfully be a fundamentalist. Belief in the sinless Son
of God is an indispensable foundation to Christianity.
THE VICARIOUS-SUBSTITUTIONARY
ATONEMENT
Third, a fundamentalist believes in the vicarioussubstitutionary atonement of Jesus Christ for the sins of
the world. Vicarious means Christ identified with us and
we with Him in death. He became sin for us and in return
we were made righteous. As a substitute, Christ died for
the sinner and suffered the eternal consequences of sin.
Those who deny the blood atonement are not Christian.
Without the death of Christ a sinner could not be forgiven,
redeemed or justified.
THE BODILY RESURRECTION
Fourth, a fundamentalist demands belief in the physical
resurrection of Jesus Christ from the dead. If the body of
Jesus Christ had remained in the grave, then the benefits of
Calvary and the promises of Jesus Christ were unfulfilled.
But Jesus arose on the third day, as He predicted and
demonstrated His victory over sin and death. The physical
resurrection is an absolute necessity to complete the plan of
salvation. Therefore, it is a fundamental of the faith.
THE PHYSICAL RETURN
A fundamentalist believes that Jesus Christ will return
to earth to fulfill all that He promised. The plan that God
began must be completed. Christ is coming for His own.
He will judge the sinner and reward the saint. His promises
to Israel will be fulfilled and those who are saved will live
with Him forevermore.

Shop Sears
And Save
We note that Sears Roebuck and Company
has said it is withdrawing its advertisement
from the TV shows, "Charlie's Angels" and
"Three's Company" because the programs
featured too much sex. The article noted Sears
was withdrawing from about 70 shows because
of their excessive violence and anti-social
behavior. We commend the action of this large
retail organization for enacting guidelines,
then sticking to its convictions.
We cannot tell people where to shop, but the
fact that a newspaper carries advertisement im
plies we are interested in the retail trade. Obviously, we would not endorse a merchant if
we refuse to advertise his products. But when a
retailer puts his money where his convictions
are, we are encouraged. The ad says, "Shop
Sears and Save" You may save more than
money; you may help save our morals.

COMMITMENT
A fundamentalist must accept and believe these five
basic steps of faith. If a person rejects any one, he is denying Christianity. But a fundamentalist must do more than
just believe with his head, he must be willing to defend
these fundamentals because he is defending Christ.
A church leader once said, "Some things I will fuss
about, some things I'll fight over, and some things I'll die
over." This leader was describing his priorities. A fundamentalist will die for the fundamentals of the faith. He
will give up his time, freedom, and possessions for the fundamentals. He will go to jail or give his life because he is a
fundamentalist.
AN EVANGELICAL
There is a new theological group on the scene called
evangelicals. Most fundamentalists call them neoevangelicals, but almost none of them label themselves
neo-evangelical. The news magazines claim there are 50
million evangelicals in America and they lump fundamentalists into that crowd. This is a mistake. A fundamentalist
is committed to the basics of Christianity, evangelicals are
not sure of them, or at least they are willing to re-examine
the basics.
A few years ago Christian Life magazine identified eight
points of difference between a fundamentalist and an
evangelical.
"These include: a friendly attitude toward science; a
willingness to re-examine beliefs concerning the work of
the Holy Ghost; a more tolerant attitude toward varying attitudes on eschatology; a shift away from so-called dispensationalism; an increased emphasis on scholarship; a more
definite recognition of social responsibility; a reopening of
the subject of Biblical inspiration; and a growing willingness on the part of the evangelical to converse with the
liberal and dialectical theologians."
The fact that an evangelical is willing to negotiate the
fundamentals removes him from our camp. God created
the world and we believe in creation because the Bible
teaches it. We will not re-examine evolution, even when
scholarly men question our position. We will fight for the
fundamentals, and that means we will not fellowship with
men who question basic Christianity.
We are not evangelicals and are horrified that some
would look for an easier cross to bear. We are fundamentalists and will take all the abuse that our enemies hurl at
us because of that name.
We will not fight with fundamentalists. Those who are
fundamentalists are our brothers and we will not take up
the sword with them.

PSEUDO-FUNDAMENTALIST
But let us turn our attention to another label—PseudoFundamentalism. It is not hurled at fundamentalists frou.
the camp of strangers, it comes from the camp of fundamentalists, friends fighting friends—at least we consider
them to be friends.
The prefix ' 'pseudo" means false or fake. By that definition, a pseudo-fundamentalist is a person who calls himself
a fundamentalist, yet denies the fundamentals. Yet, when
we look at the description of a pseudo-fundamental, we find
strange things.
The definition of pseudo-fundamentalism is concerned
with emphasis on music, numbers, attendance contest,
Sunday School bussing, pantsuits, etc. Also, it emphasizes
national revival, celebrity preachers, and
' 'super-churches.'' This is a strange collection of so-called
enemies. We know some godly men who use each of these
techniques.
As a matter of fact, those who are labeling others as
pseudo-fundamentalists have confused techniques and doctrine. What we have heard about pseudo-fundamentalism
has nothing to do with the fundamentals of the faith. Since
the prefix pseudo means false, we expected that a pseudofundamentalist might deny the blood, or be ignorant of the
physical return of Jesus Christ. But the list deals with interpretations and adaptations.
It makes us think that those who call their friends
"pseudo-fundamentalists" have forgotten what the fundamentals of the faith are.
If you want to fight, deal with issues that are eternal.
The great church debates of the past revolved around the
deity of Jesus Christ, the doctrine of justification by faith
and the literal millennial reign. These are the fundamentals
and we will die for them.
If we wanted to use labels, we also could invent new
names. We could use the name chicken-fundamentalist.
This name could be used for those who refuse to fight the
gays, the abortionists or the nomographers.
Then there is the stingy-fundamentalist label for those
who do not properly support foreign missions. We could
examine the giving of every church and affix this name to
those who deny the Great Commission in their budget.
The reluctant fundamentalist could be applied to those
who have not won a soul to Christ in years.
Making up names can become habit forming. We could
call some fanatic fundamentalists because of their extremist
rejection of decent comtemporary clothes style. They don't
believe in neckties, mouthwash or the beauty shop. Jtist
because a person is a fighter does not mean he is right. It is
just as sinful to go beyond truth as it is to go half-way to
truth.
We could invent the label gestapo-fundamentalist. This
name could be applied to those who want to catch people
and nail them to the wall. The physician-fundamentalist
would try to restore an erring human.
We could use the name vesper-fundamentalist to apply
to those fine Christian educators who do not emphasize the
local church, but rather operate an extra-scriptural campus
church and/or vesper service for their students.
We could also use the name neutral-fundamentalists to
apply to those interdenominational (or nondenominationalist all the same) brethren who do not take a
firm stand on the security of the believer or baptism by immersion.
As a matter of fact we could make up a name every time
we found something in another Christian that bothered us.
We could make up a label for every new technique. But, in
our attempt to make people look foolish, we would display
our ignorance of the fundamentals.
But we do not believe in name calling. We do not want
to fight with those who believe in the fundamentals. Why
try to harm a brother who agrees with the same doctrine as
we? Since our labels do not deal with the great issues of
Biblical truth, just as the label "psuedo fundamentalist"
does not deal with eternal issues, let us not revert to name
calling.

FIRST EDITION—The Journal-Champion's first edition rolls off the presses under excited, watchful eyes.
Enjoying the first copies are (left to right) Charles Edwards, president, Altavista Publishing Co.; Harry
Covert, newspaper consultant; Randy Jewell, editorial assistant; Dr. Jerry Falwell; Dr. Elmer L. Towns,
editor; and Charles Cade, business manager.

The Right To Die
Recent events have focused our attention on
death and the so-called "right-to-die" movement. We will discuss the issue even though
we do not care for the tide. Remember, the
Constitution gives us our right to life, liberty
and the pursuit of happiness; it does not
guarantee our right to die.
Medical doctors informed the parents of
Charles Hughes he was at the point of death.
They requested the donation of his vital organs
(liver, heart, eyes, etc.) for science or
transplants. On the surface, such a request appears humane because it was an endeavor to
help someone, else in need. If Dr. and Mrs.
Hughes had agreed, they would have consented to the death of their son, and time has
indicated it would have been a premature
death. The encouraging facts of the continuing
struggle of Charles Hughes appear on page one
of the Journal Champion.
A recent magazine article suggested that
people in nursing homes who were going to die
shortly have organ transplants, exchanging
diseased organs of young people for healthy
organs of elderly people. The article suggested
that since the elderly would die soon anyway,
they could give their lives for young people
who are threatened with premature death.
Once again, the intent of the article seems
humane, but it raises the question, "Who can
determine the premature death of another
human?"
Americans are considering the issue, "the
right to die with dignity." This is a discussion
of "Euthanasia." The word euthanasia comes
from the Greek language, and means
"painless, or happy death." It implies putting
an end to suffering. Euthanasia presupposes a
person's "just claim" on the privilege of
death. Some feel that when a person approaches death he should have the choice of
ending suffering and terminating his life. Some
have said they would rather have their lives
terminated than live like a "vegetable." This
decision considers exorbidant medical costs,
the feeling of and pressure on loved ones who
psychologically suffer with the physical sufferer and the fact that dying is better than being sustained by a machine.
We should consider the following facts.
First, people view death differently as its actuality approaches. Many confess they have no
fear of death until it stares them in the face. A
second problem involves the person who leaves
instruction that if he is diagnosed as having a
fatal illness or is in a coma, his life should be
taken; he is directing his physician to commit
homicide. A third consideration involves the
nature of man as the "image of God." Do we
have the right to terminate life made in God's
image? Since God is the originator of life, can
man legally terminate it? Just as the owner
shoots his horse to terminate its suffering, people want to exterminate humans because of
their suffering. Of course, evolutionists consider man to be just a higher breed of animal.
Therefore, they believe euthanasia should be
an option. The Christian, however, realizes he
is dealing with an eternal soul. The Bible clear-

Towns' Resigns
Editor Elmer Towns resigned last December
1, 1977, as Sunday School Editor of Christian
Life Magazine. Since magazines are written
and printed weeks before publication, his name
has continued on the masthead for several
issues.
During his 12 years with Christian Life,
Towns created the annual list of the 100
Largest Sunday Schools in America. When the
list first appeared, it flashed like lightning
across the Christian Education skies because
most thought the Sunday School was dying.
The list gave credibility to Sunday School
stability and growth.
Because of his research, Baptist Bible Col
lege, Springfield, Missouri, conferred the Doctor of Divinity degree upon Towns. When
awarding the degree. Dr. G. B. Vick, President
of the college, stated, "No man has done more
for Sunday School in the past 20 years."
Towns' observed on the provision of God:
"When I resigned from Christian Life 1 did not
have a position on another magazine. I knew
God had a place for my writing ministry. Little
did 1 realize 1 would become Editor of Faith
Aflame with a million circulation and be given
the opportunity to start a crusading newspaper,
featuring the news of fundamentalism."

ly teaches it is murder when one person
deliberately kills another person, no matter
what the motive. "Thou shalt not Kill" (Exodus 20:13).
If a person has the right to terminate his life,
he should also have the right to determine how
he dies. In reality, when a person determines
his death and its method, even under the
"label" of euthanasia, it is a form of suicide.
The person is actually taking his life by an inactive means through the hands of another person. In fact, there is no difference between an
active and a passive role. Physicians are sworn
to prolong life, but euthanasia allows them to
reverse that role and shorten life.
There are many questions that must be faced. Suppose an elderly man is greatly suffering.
Would it be humane to permit him to die
naturally by withholding treatment that would •
prolong his life? The physician would permit
him to die from natural causes by not taking
the steps that might prolong his life for a short
period of time, especially if he were to live unnaturally (supported by a machine). Doctors
and lawyers have not considered this
euthanasia. On many occasions, physicians
have elected not to use artificial life-support
mechanisms on dying persons because, in their
opinion, life is not salvageable. What enormous decisions!
"Clinically dead" means that the heart has
stopped beating. People have been declared
clinically dead and then been resuscitated. The
phrase "brain death" is used when the electroencephalographic tracing of electrical brain
waves does not register anything. Yet a person
can continue to display some vital signs and be
kept alive by a respirator.
The medical profession has taken to itself a
two-edged sword: the extension of human life
by artificial means. An illustration is the patient who is unable to breathe and is placed on
a respirator. Life is continued while the patient
is in a coma even though he will never assume
normal respiration on his own. Should life be
extended when brain death is evident? When
can the process be terminated? If a machine is
available to save a life and they ignore its
potential, has the doctor contributed to the
killing process?
Karen Quinlan entered a hospital on April
15, 1975, in a coma. She never recovered conscious life. She was placed on a respirator
which apparently restored some active vital
signs. In September, 1975, Karen's father
sued for his child's right to die. Stated in his
own religious terms, he said, "In my own
mind, I had already resolved this spiritually
through my prayers, and I had placed Karen's
body and soul into the gentle, loving hands of
the Lord . . . it was resolved that we would
turn the machine off." The Quinlans won
their case, and Karen was taken off the respirator. She is still alive today.
We believe euthanasia is not a Christian option for the following reasons:
1. The laws of nature reveal that survival is
the first priority of human life.
2. The Bible teaches "thou shalt not kill,"
or commit suicide.
3. The U. S. Constitution gives no right to
death; nor does it give the right to make the
decision for another person.
4. It is the doctor's obligation to do all
within his human power to favor life over
death.
5. Man was created for a life of fellowship
with God, and death is alien to that relationship.
6. The authority of death and judgment is
committed to the hands of God—we cannot
take His perogative from Him.
7. If euthanasia became a possibility, the patient would have no guarantee that his physician would approach him as a preserver of his
life instead of as an executioner of it.
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Christian School Better
Continued from page 1

Janney: Well, in the state of North Carolina
there is a lawsuit on the verge of being filed. In
North Carolina, without statutory law, the
Christian schools have been forced into a position where they have to satisfy a myriad of
state requirements to operate. It's called
registration. It's called an annual report. But
in actual fact, Christian schools have to give
so much information that it's almost tantamount to an accreditation procedure. Now the
state keeps getting further and further involved
and unless a Christian school does all of these
things, it can't exist. Where do we find that in
the Constitution? The Constitution says that
the Congress shall pass no law establishing
religion or forbidding the free exercise thereof.
We believe that under the free exercise laws,
the Christian school is a part of the church,
and when the state starts regulating the Christian school, it is regulating the church.
Towns: Suppose a Christian school was not
under a local church? If it was operating under
a group of churches, how would it relate to
law?
Janney: The Constitution does not give us
church rights, but freedom of religion.
Towns: Why do you see this as a threat
when the government only wants to register
what a Christian school is doing?
Janney: We would have no objection to telling the goverrtment that we are here, our
name, the number of students, etc. But we
don't like to give them the names of the
students because in some places the
Superintendent or the Bo?rd of Education have
sent teachers out to visit those students and to
try to tell them that they ought not to go to
thtit Christian school because it has an inferior
program. They raise the question of truancy.
When the public schools get to the place where
they are really concerned about truancy, we
might cooperate with them. We don't object to
giving them basic information. But first they
want to know all about the teachers' certification, the curriculum, and what books we are
using. Next, they tell us what teachers we can
use and what books we can use. In the state of
Kentucky, they are going to court because
Christian schools teach Bible courses. These
are the areas where we see that the government is not just coming in and trying to
register Christian schools. We are constantly
fighting the battle of encroachment. It's like
the story of the Arab and the camel. The camel
first gets his nose under the edge of the tent,
and before he knows it there is no room for
him. This is why in the state of Kentucky, for
instance, there are forty pastors, parents and
school principals who right now are facing
criminal charges. What the state is saying is
that Christian schools have committed a
criminal violation of the law because they
haven't satisfied the state requirements.
Towns: Is the state responsible for the
education of children?
Janney: The responsibility for the education
of children lies with the family. The family's
responsibility has been established in a number
of court cases. The most prominent in our
mind is the Society of Sisters versus Pierce, in
1927. In that particular situation they were

trying to prove that a child was a delinquent if
he was not going to a public school, because a
religious school wasn't a school. The Supreme
Court ruled that parents had the final right to
educate their children. In the Wisner Case,
decided in 1976, and the Yoder Case, decided
in 1973, the courts went back to the fact that
parents have the right to educate their
children. When there is an unusual entanglement in religion by the government, such as
we have now, churches cannot exercise their
rights, and parents cannot exercise their rights.
It is interesting that even in the United Nations charter parental responsibility for the
education of children is espoused.
But more than that, the Bible teaches that
we are to train up our children in the way they
should go. The book of Deuteronomy, chapter
6, is very clear about how parents are supposed
to teach their children. Parents should teach
them when they get up in the morning, when
they go to bed at night, when they sit in their
house and when they walk by the wayside.
That's parents teaching children—its not the
government's responsibility. Parents' most
important responsibility is to train their
children, and the government has recognized
this up until recently.
Towns: What will happen if parents lose this
responsibility?
Janney: We now have a public school
system that is a monopoly. The Christian
schools are seen as a threat to that monopoly.
Towns: Would you give an illustration of
how the government sees the Christian schools
as a threat?
Janney: I heard the leaders of Parent
Teacher Organizations and school principals
testify in Washington against the tax credit
bill. You would have thought that the public
schools were responsible for patriotism, that
they were responsible for the Constitution,
that they were responsible for the American
flag. If you were not favorable to the public
schools, you were not considered a patriot; you
were considered bigoted and you just did not
understand the American system, i would remind anyone that would hear me— it was not
the public schools that built America—for
• three centuries there were no public schools.
All the schools were either private organizations, parental organizations, or religious
organizations. The public school system, as we
know it, paid for by tax money, is a "Johnny
come lately" to the educational world.
Towns: Are you against the public school
system ?
Janney: I am not against the public school
system where the majority of children can be
educated with tax support. I am for decent
education. But I am against the kind of a public
school system that today provides an atheistic,
humanistic education and does not in any wise
give a fair shake to the student so that religious
principles and Biblical teachings can be
recognized. 1 believe in our pluralistic society
that we are finding it more difficult all the time
for Christian people to justify paying taxes to
support the public school system. We need a
system where children learn how to read, write
and do arithmetic. We must have a voucher

CALENDAR
THURSDAY, MAY 25
6:30-9 p.m.—Salt Practice, Institute Room.
7 p.m.—4 and 5 Kindergarten Graduation, Lynchburg
Christian Academy.
SATURDAY, MAY 27
8:30 a.m.—Bus worker's breakfast, old cafeteria.
No Jolly Sixties Meeting.
SUNDAY, MAY 27
9:45 a.m.—Sunday School, for all ages.
11 a.m.—Main Preaching Service.
5:30 p.m.—Old-Tim" Gospel Hour Choir Practice.
6 p.m.—Prayer Meeting, old sanctuary.
6:30 p.m.—Baptism, main sancutary.
7 p.m.—Evening Evangelistic Service.
WEDNESDAY, MAY 31
7:30 p.m.—Mid-Week Prayer Service.

LBC schedules
Summer School
The Office of Academic
Affairs has announced the
summer school schedule
for Liberty Baptist College.
First session begins on
May 30 and ends June 23.
The second session runs
from July 3 to July 28.
Pre registered students
will report to Room C101
on May 30 for payment of
fees and tuition for first session and on July 3rd for
payment of second session
costs.
Costs per session are as
follows: Tuition $30 per
semester hour, Insurance
$10, Library Fee $5.
Rooms are available at
the new dormitory complex for $80 per session.
Those students in
terested in procuring fur
ther information concerning summer school should
call the Office of the
Registrar at Liberty Baptist
College at 237 5921 Ext.
43 or 44.

Dr. Al Janney

system or a tuition tax credit system or
something that is going to be more fair.
Towns: Explain the voucher and tax-credit
systems.
Janney: We could probably understand
voucher better if we go back and remember
the GI Bill. A veteran had the right to attend
college on the basis of how long he served in
the Armed Forces. The government paid him
so he could afford to attend college. The
government did not demand that the school be
approved. The veteran selected the school. I
went to an independent school that was not accredited, nor was it certified by the state. I
received payment from the government to get
an education. The voucher system pays the
students and in turn the schools are paid. The
voucher system has been offered in several
states and has been voted down because of the
strong lobbies of the public system.
Towns: What is a tax credit?
Janney: If I pay money for my children to go
to a non-public school, a tax credit system
allows a deduction on my tax bill. If, after I
figure up my taxes, I owe $500 to Uncle Sam,
then I can deduct tuition paid, up to 50 percent
of my bill. I can deduct from the bottom line,
and actually get credit for what I paid. Now
with the Packwood-Moneyham Bill, you
would have a choice. You could either take it
as a tax credit or you could take it as a tax
deduction, whichever is preferable.
Towns: Will that apply to children attending
public school?
Janney: It will apply to public and private
schools. There have been about 25 bills offered

in Congress. Probably the bill that will come
out of Congress would grant tuition tax credit.
Towns: Don't you think that would cause
the collapse of the entire public school system
of America? If the public schools received their
financial support based on the performance of
the children who went there by choice, more
would chose private school education.
Janney: If you phrase that question like this,
"Do I think if the public had a choice between
private education or public education and the
public realized it was not going to cost them
anything?", I think the public schools of
America would collapse tomorrow because
everybody is disgusted with them. I don't
believe that a tuition tax credit system would
do that, however, because the Christian school
is such an integral part of the educational process.
Towns: Do you have any other evaluation of
the public schools?
Janney: In defense of the public school
system, they have to take anybody that applies.
Second, they cannot fire a teacher. Third, they
can't put a student out of the school without
almost going through court. I recognize those
as distinct disadvantages to the public sector
and they are distinct advantages to the private
sector. So, I believe a voucher system would
create the free enterprise that would produce a
special school that could advertise, "Send us
your tough kids, we specialize in them. Send
us your kids that can't read, we specialize in
them." Such a free enterprise system would
meet the needs of the students for a price. We
would get better education because free enterprise is the secret to better quality in anything.
Towns: What is the future of the public
schools?
Janney: I think the public school system has
been asked to do an impossible job. They have
been made the mother and daddy of the
children of America. They have been forced to
feed the children, to see that they have dental
care and medical care. They have done
everything but produce the children. I think
what we have done to the public schools of
America is atrocious. We have tried to make
them solve social problems that they cannot
solve. We have tried to make them solve
psychological problems that they cannot solve.
The public schools of America should be
educating children and they have not been permitted to. Unless we overhaul the public
school, rearrange the priorities of America,
get parents and families back into their place, I
thing the public school system cannot do
anything except continue to sink down into a
dismal form of despair because it cannot do
the job. Something has got to be done to
radically change it.

!*2SS
From steel beams to bricks and mortar, construction continues on
Liberty Mountain. Before fall enrollment arrives, the college hopes
to have 19 buildings constructed.

Dr. Charlei B. Hogan III
is pleated

to announce

FULL DENTURE HEALTH SERVICE

In a nation of blind
people, a one-eyed man
can be king.

Olde Dominion
Painting
Licensed Contractor
Interior-Exterior
Residential-Commercial

Nothing is as powerful as an idea whose
time has come. Fundamentalism is an idea
whose time has come.

Free written estimate
Ted Derrick
1004 Chowan Drive
Lynchburg, Va. 24501

The blacker the
night, the brighter the
light.

$99.00
ptr upptr 6 lowir dintiirti
Partial*

$150.00

R«lln«i

S35.00

For Appointment Call 239-3777

"YOUR
INSURANCE
CENTER"

FRIDAY, JUNE 2
9:30 a.m.—Prayer Meeting, downstairs in the Old A c
counting Office.
LCA lets out for summer vacation.
SATURDAY, JUNE 3
8:30 a.m.—Bus worker's breakfast, old cafeteria.
930 a.m.-12 noon—Jolly Sixties visitation, OTGH
Building.
SUNDAY, JUNE 4
9:45 a.m.—Sunday School, for all ages.
11 a.m.—Main Preaching Service.
7 p.m.—Sunday Evening Service.
Lynchburg Christian Academy Graduation Service.

mid •state

MONDAY, JUNE 5
7-9 p.m.—Ladies Fellowship, Institute Room.
Mrs. A. P. Guillerman will be sharing her testimony on
"Life as a Foster Parent".
Joan Flewell as soloist.
Jan Gillette with "Book Looks". All Ladies are
Welcome.

Spectacular Savings
At Your LBC Bookstore
Study Helps:

24.95
Wuest Word Studies
(3 vol.)
19.95
Vincent Word Studies
(4 vol.)
34.95
Handfuls on Purpose
(5 vol.)
Life and Times of Jesus the Messiah—Edersheim (complete) 9.95
11.95
Young's Analytical Concordance
10.95
Nave's Topical Bible
10.95
The New Bible Dictionary
Eerdmans International Standard Bible
42.95
Encyclopedia (ISBE) (5 vol.)
8.95
Vine's Expository Dictionary of N. T. Words
(6.95 with a purchase of 20.00 or more)
23.95
Wycliffe Bible Encyclopedia (2 vol.)

ONE OF CENTRAL VIRGINIA'S
LARGEST AND FASTEST
GROWING INSURANCE CENTERS
WE LIKE LEADERS.
WE BACK LEADERS.
BECAUSE WE ARE LEADERS.
MID-STATE INSURANCE
Fort Early Building
Tel.: 528 1001

Commentaries:

Keil and Delitzsch Commentary on the Old
Tesament(10 vol.)
Jamieson, Fausett and Brown Commentary on the
Whole Bible (3 vol.)
Tyndale New Testament Commentary (20 vol. paper)
Single Title Commentaries—prices as marked

66.95
44.95
35.95

•auto
• home
• life
• business

HIGHEST STANDARDS OF PROFESSIONAL SERVICE

Bibles:
VOUL,

ALL BIBLES IN STOCK—20% savings

Prices Good While Stock Lasts
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Buddy McCord Named
To Post In Brazil
Charles "Buddy" McCord was approved by Baptist Bible Fellowship International last
Wednesday, May 17, 1978, as a missionary to
Brazil. McCord is the hfrft missionary to be approved by Baptist Bible Fellowship who has
taken his college courses in missions at Liberty
Baptist College.
At one time all BBF missionaries had to complete the missionary course at Baptist Bible College, Springfield, Missouri. Even missionary
candidates who were pastors majors from BBC
had to return and take the missions course
mere.
McCord finished the pastors major at Baptist
Bible College but then completed his missions
study under Roscoe Brewer at LBC. The future
missionary served his internship at First Baptist
Church, West Hollywood, Florida, under the
guidance of Dr. Verle Ackerman, pastor.
Mrs. Pamela McCord grew up in Brazil as a
missionary's child. Her parents, Rev. and Mrs.
Byron McCartney, also went out under the
Baptist Bible Fellowship International Mission
board. They were the first BBFI missionaries to
go to South America. The McCords have 3

1 UPDATE
The money for Baptist Haiti Mission is being used to further the thrust of that ministry.
Thus far, the work consists of: a 90-bed
hospital; a 60-bed tuberculosis isolation facility; 71 churches; 68 preaching "out
stations"; 135 Christion schools with some
15,000 students; a self-help program involving
1,000 families; and a reforestation project.
The last issue of The Journal-Champion carried the story of Gary Avila and his conversion
to Christ. It mentioned his conversion and how
he witnessed to his parents. There is a happy
note. Gary's mother went forward at graduation and was saved. This is a tremendous
answer to prayer and a wonderful way to end
college and begin the ministry.

Mr. and Mrs. Buddy McCord

children, Kenny, age 5, Kevin age 3, and
Rachel, age 1.
Buddy will be traveling this summer in Brazil
with a SMITE Team, then returning to begin
deputation. The McCords plan to be permanently on the field in Brazil by June, 1979.
Thomas Road Baptist Church has committed
$100 monthly support to them.

Tfve)Nii\£&P£pCf
You don't have to lose weight to make this
column, but we do like to give credit where
credit is due. The latest slimmer and trimmer is
Jonathan Falwell, who has lost 24 pounds.
This was accomplished on his own initiative by
practicing self-denial. Congratulations,
Jonathan!
The staff of the Journal Champion has been
having its ups and downs. Dr. Elmer Towns
entered Virginia Baptist Hospital May 18 for
surgery for a sinus problem. His doctor had performed the same surgery on Chuck Cade's wife
Diane just three days earlier. Wanda Watson
was home ill on May 17th and Bob Harris is
on his way to Modesto, Cal. to visit his mother,
who was recently injured in an auto accident.
In days to come, we'll be able to say we knew
Peter Salefsky when. That is, after he
becomes a famous Christian actor. He's on his
way to southern California to launch a new
career.
S

Steve Cronwell, graduated as a Drama major with a Music minor, has received an
assistantship for 1978-79 (for $6500) at Wake
Forest University in Winston Salem, N. C , for
graduate studies in drama. Steve spent all four
years at LBC. He was involved in Choraleers,
Kings's Players, Soccer, Who's Who in
American Colleges and work study in Drama.
Jeffrey A. Wood, son of Dr. and Mrs. Don
Wood, will graduate from Olivet Nazarene
College, Kankakee, 111., May 29 with a B.S. in
Psychology. He minored in both biology and
Greek, and has been accepted for graduate
study in clinical psychology at Central
Michigan University. Dr. Wood is an
Associate Professor in the Division of Education, and Mrs. Wood is our Dean of Women.
A baby shower was held for Dreama
Yeoman, Monday, May 8, at the home of
Mrs. Don Wood. The shower was held in
honor of Jeremy, their newly-adopted,
3month old baby boy, by her friends and coworkers. Mrs. Yeoman is Dean Baker's
Secretary in the Student Affairs Office.

There is a lovely lady in our church who is
always doing nice things for people—like taking
Surprise! On May 17, the Liberty Home Bithem places in her car, shoveling snow or mowing lawns in season, running errands, and ble Institute ladies gave Cindy Currin a shower
distributing boxes of fruit and other goodies. She for her forthcoming babies.
is so modest and self-effacing that she insists on
Cindy, is expecting twins in July. She has
anonymity. We won't tell on you, Edie Cor- been a real joy to have in the department. All
win.
the ladies—Pat Harrell, Lana Eagle, JoAnn
Hall, Jeann Fitzgerald, Lenore Stone, Sandy
Fred Duncan, director of Student Financial Mitchell, Irene Emery, Linda Perkins and
Aid for LBC, has cut a new album and it will be Evon Hall-wish Cindy God's richest blessings
available soon. His baritone voice and genial and would like to repeat a verse that Mrs.
smile have endeared him to the TRBC family. Emery shared with us: Isaiah 54:13—"And
Piano accompaniment for the album is being all thy children shall be taught of the Lord; and
great shall be the peace of thy children''.
done by Ruth (Mrs. James) Williams.

Last year, the Old-Time Gospel Hour
received 762,000 individual gifts, the average
gift was $23. This is not a work carried on by
the wealthy. According to Dr. Jerry Falwell,
"The bread and butter support for the OldTime Gospel Hour is average people with a
burden to reach the world."
Response to Dr. Falwell's Clean Up
America Campaign is resulting is an average
of 30,000 ballots and letters a day and
another order for one million Jesus First pins.

Treasure Island Summer Camp for grades
one to six will be ' 'turning Lynchburg upside
down for Christ" this summer as it reaches
300 children per week for eight weeks.
Junior Pastor Herb Owen and his staff have
' 'slicked up'' the island and planned exciting
events, but their main goal is to communicate Christ.
A $10 fee for registration and insurance
will be charged to children who are able to
pay, but there is no charge for camp itself.
Therefore, Treasure Island needs 2400 persons to invest $25 each to cover expenses for
2 4 0 0 children who may not other wise afford
to go to camp.
Footings for the new gymnasium on Liberty Mountain were poured last week. The
gym will be open for chapel and physical
education classes this Fall. Twenty buildings
now under construction are slated to be
finished by Aubust college enrollment.
Weather and attendance were good for the
Nursery Picnic Saturday, May 20 at
Treasure Island. Eighty nursery workers
from the zero-to-four and five-to-nine month
nurseries combined efforts with their families
to make the picnic a great success. Mrs.
Eldridge Dunn heads this growing department.

Dr. J. E. Adam* of Westminster Theological Seminary tpeakt dur ing recent LBC-TRBC counselling seminar

NOUTHETIC COUNSEL
By R U T H T O M C Z A K
In recent years, Dr. Jay Adams, visiting
professor of Practical Theology at
Westminster Theological Seminary in
Phildelphia and a longtime counselor, has
made great advances in the field of Christian
counseling. He is the pioneer of nouthetic
counseling, the Biblical system of counseling
he developed and has written about in some
20 books.
The phenomenal growth and tremendous
results of nouthetic counseling warrant our
attention. Christians everywhere are realizing that God expects and enables them to
counsel others.
We live in a world that is full of people who
are in desperate need. In the midst of crises
on every hand in the lives of individuals and
families, Christians (especially pastors) have a
responsibility to reach out to people in need
with truth that can satisfy and calm troubled
souls. Freudian fatalism, Rogerian humanism
and Skinnerian evolutionary theory all fall
woefully short of this help.
For years Dr. Jay Adams has been engrossed in developing biblical counseling. The Bible has much to say about counseling, and
Dr. Adams has uncovered many important
Scriptural principles. He has demonstrated
the complete trustworthiness of Scripture in
dealing with people. Dramatic results have
occured in people's immediate problems being resolved and in solutions to many longterm problems.
Dr. Adams says, "Deviant human
thought and action is not the result of mere
chance. It is explicable in terms of a violated

covenant and the judgment of a personal
God. The godly man who copes with life is
always the one who has appropriated God's
truth for his life. The Bible is the textbook for
living before God and neighbor. In God's
Word are 'all things pertaining to life and
godliness.' By it the man of GoA'may be fully equipped for every good work' And it is
that Word—and only that Word—that can
tell a poor sinner how to love God with all of
the heart, and mind, and soul, and how to
love a neighbor with the same depth of concern that he exhibits toward himself."
"Counseling," says Dr. Adams, "is a
matter of helping a person who has involved
himself in some kind of sinful mess out of
which he is not extricating himself. It is helping him see what his problem is in the light of
what Scripture says and then helping him
realize what God wants him to do about it.
Counseling and preaching are both ministries
of the Word. In both, the Word of God is
ministered to people's lives in order to
change them. All preaching should seek
some change in the person. Every person
should go out from every sermon different.
So it is with counseling. A person should go
out from a counseling session a different person. The Word of God always changes people. No one ever had to leave Jesus Christ the
same way he came. Jesus Christ always had
something to say that made a difference in
people's lives. That is what counseling is all
about—changing people's lives. Counseling
is showing people through the Scriptures
what God wants them to do and what God
wants them to be."

SMITE Teams Face Busy Schedule For Summer
SMITE teams this summer will make an impact
on almost every continent
in the world, according to
Missions Director Roscoe
Brewer. First, Gordon Luff
is taking a team to Korea,
Hong Kong and Australia.
Rick Sirico will remain in
Australia for missionary
service. They leave June
16, 1978. The team will
be doing evangelism on
television, in high schools,
and among military personnel. The group is made
up of those who have raised their own expenses—approximately $ 2 , 0 0 0 .
Recruits came from the
chorale, Youth Aflame
singers, and other musical
groups in the church.
Roscoe Brewer will be
taking 22 young people,
leaving June 8, 1978,
touring Korea with Gordon
Luff and then going to the
Phillipines, including the
cities of Manila, Soel, Pejum,
Cebu City. Each
member of this SMITE
singers group has raised fifteen hundred dollars for
the tour. They also will be
doing evangelism in churches, schools, and on
television.
Buddy McCord is taking
the LBC International
Singers to Brazil, June 5 to
July 20, 1978, covering
five cities during the four
weeks. The seventeen
singers who will be accompanying him will be doing
e v a n g e l i s m in c i v i c
Centers, on television and
through local churches.
Mr. and Mrs. Verle
Binkley are taking a
children's team to Mexico
that will be holding vacation Bible schools and
children's meetings in four
cities: Quetarero, Celaya,
Morelia, and Mexico City.

This is not a singing group
but they are carrying 25
puppets, 17 flannel stories,
and salvation lessons.
Their messages and stories
are recorded on cassetes in
Spanish for the stories.
Tommy
and
Anita
DeVilvis translated and
recorded the stories, along
with other Spanish speaking students and members
of Thomas Road Baptist
Church.
A team of approximately
8 students will be touring
England this summer. Eric
Sims will be working in
North Africa under the

North African Mission.
He will be there for the entire summer. These last
two groups are not SMITE
teams. The students came

to the SMITE office for
help in raising support, finding a mission board, and
for counsel with their summer plans.

Wm. F. Sheehan
ATTORNEY-AT-LAW
BORN AGAIN
Call 237-2658
For Appointment
Specialize in Real Estate
"I will be on vacation until further notice."

GaiL<JBos\vell
di/timiates. Realms

Were on
the way up!

528-4245

Move up
with us!
Florence Graves
525 1327
Marian Dolfini
1 703 586 1529
Joan Rothmich
1 283 5276
Gail Boswell, Broker 384 8750

2511 Memorial Avenue, Suite 202
Lynchburg, Virginia 24501

Today's a good day to come by Fidelity
American Bank and open a No-ServiceCharge Personal Checking account. Every
month, it will save you money. And that's
dollars, not just pennies.
It's only good sense to save anyway you
can. Anywhere you can.
At Fidelity, as long as you have one penny
in your checking account, there is absolutely
no service charge. However many checks
you write.
Visit a Fidelity office today and open a NoService-Charge Personal Checki ng accou nt.
It will mean extra money in your pocket...
from the bank that saves you money. M«nt*Fnc
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- J AMERICAN BANK
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Braun Creative Force, Excites OTGH
By BOB HARRIS
Bruce E. Braun, recently named director of
the Old-Time Gospel Hour weekly television
program, ran his finger through his light KHOF soon gave him complete production
brown, curly hair, looked up from the camera control over most of its programming.
switcher mechanism in the Thomas Road BapHe stayed with KHOF for a year and a half.
tist Church TV control room, scratched his His success there attracted the attention of the
head, and sighed.
National Broadcasting Company (NBC),
"This place has got to be cleaned up," he which owned and operated KNBC-TV/Los
gestured to his assistant, Warren "Hatch" Angeles. He was called to work there as a
Agey, "so we might as well get busy." Off transmitter engineer and he stayed for a year.
went his suit coat and tie and on went the
Despite the fact his life was definitely mov- .
overalls and suspenders. He bent over and ing in the direction of behind-the-scenes televibegan to scrub, clean and organize.
sion, Bruce could not get Christian music out of
For Bruce Braun, one of the few dedicated, his system. He quit KNBC and went on tour
separated Christians with major network tele- again with the Continental Singers for the
vision experience, this new job might be the summer.
most exciting turning point to occur in his life.
As soon as the tour was over, Bruce had no
He knows what a powerful force the electronic problems going back to his old job at KHOF—
media—especially television—is in the world the Christian station. But this time the station
today. He is aware that, with the hundreds of didn't want him as an engineer. They called
communications satellites orbiting our planet him to be a producer-director, and during the
and the thousands of miles of video tape in next two years he produced and directed 2,500
existence, TV might very well make a certain television programs for KHOF.
passage of Scripture become a literal reality in
At the same time he began to play trombone
our lifetime:
professionally on a free-lance basis. In fact, if
"Behold, he cometh with clouds; and every you should buy an album with a famous singer
eye shall see him, and they also which pierced in the foreground and full or brass orchestration
him: and all kindreds of the earth shall wail in the background, there's a good chance you
because of him. Even so. Amen" (Revelation can hear Bruce's trombone blowing away.
1:7).
Success became commonplace to Bruce
Consequently, Bruce shares the same ex- Braun. He didn't know the meaning of the
citement and enthusiasm and vision about tele- word failure. In 1974, after two years of provision as his new pastor, Dr. Jerry Falwell. ducing and directing for KHOF, he decided to
Together, they look ahead to what God can free-lance a bit. He produced and directed one
do—in just a matter of months . . . in just a TV commercial after another. He did shoe
matter of weeks . . . in just a matter of days—as commercials, car dealer commercials, "You
the Old-Time Gospel Hour blankets the earth asked for it—you got it—Toyota"
with the Gospel.
commercials—and even helped with a Betty
Dr. Falwell considers Bruce a direct answer Crocker cake mix commercial.
to prayer. So do other members of the OldLiving in the "Entertainment Capital of the
Time Gospel Hour team. Already, they have World" gave Bruce the opportunity to work on
seen a 100 per cent improvement in the quality all the remote television facilities available in
of the program since Bruce joined the team. this Space Age. He operated equipment for
Already the Old-Time Gospel Hour has gained practically all the remote video tape companies
the respect of secular TV people as well.
in Hollywood. And he became a master at
Bruce, who at 32 years of age already has them—so much so that the American Broadquite an illustrious career behind him, was in- casting Company (ABC) signed him up to help
volved in entertainment from the very begin- edit tapes for the Olympics telecasts in 1976.
ning. Born in Louisville, Ky., his family soon
moved to Wheatoh, 111., where Bruce majored
in music at school. At the same time, he developed a fascination for electronic equipment.
He learned Morse Code and got a ham radio
license while still in grade school.
As a young musician, he mastered the trombone. His talented playing sent him to the Illinois state music championship for a first place
in trombone four years in a row.
And this attracted the attention of professional music groups. But at about the same
time, Bruce reached a turning point in his
young life when he trusted Christ as his
Saviour. His life changed completely. He felt
an immediate desire to use his talents for the
Lord.
In 1961, when Bruce was only a freshman in
high school, Thurlow Spurr and the
Spurrlows—a professional Christian group
sponsored by. Chrysler Corporation—signed
him to travel during the summer months. He
had such a successful stint with the Spurrlows
for three summers that he spent his whole
senior year with them.
Bruce wasted no time using his talents for the
Lord after he graduated in 1965. He joined
Youth for Christ International, a group orBruce Braun
ganized to reach teenagers for Christ. They
sponsored a small music team for which Bruce
Furthermore, Bruce is eliminating some unimmediately signed up, which sent him touring necessary aspects of the TV ministry. For infor the next six months in Europe.
stance, in the past year Thomas Road has
A year later, Bruce decided to attend Fort bought some two-inch video tape recorders
Wayne Bible College. After majoring in music which allow the program to be recorded upfor a couple of years, the college appreciated stairs in the lobby adjoining the main
his talents so much he was invited to teach on sanctuary. Beforehand, the signal generated
the associate level and hold music clinics and from the control room was sent via leased teleseminars.
phone lines to National Educational Television
At the same time, such Christian teams as the (NET) headquarters in Ann Arbor, Mich. NET
Spurrlows, the Continental Singers, Renais- would then put the signal on a master tape, do
sance, and the New Hope Singers demanded all the major and minor tape editing, duplicate
whatever spare time he had with tours.
the tapes and mail them to local stations across
Four years and several thousand miles later, the country. This required Don Norman and the
Bruce gave up touring with the musical groups director to make weekly trips to NET in Michito move in another direction. After his last tour gan to edit the tapes.
ended in 1970, he started tuning pianos in
Also, Thomas Road has just purchased a
Chicago for a living. Soon he opened his own "mini-cam," a specially designed $40,000
piano-tuning business.
camera which can be held on one's shoulder
God blessed his work considerably.
and can operate in low light conditions.
Bruce enrolled at Elkins Institute and took an
At times, Bruce will produce a special progadvanced electronics course.
ram. He and Jerry have agreed to veer from the
Television outlets began to pick him right regular sanctuary format at least four times a
up. He moved to Los Angeles in 1971 to work year to do a special location program, such as
for KHOF, a two-megawatt independent Chris- the Liberty Mountain broadcast last March or
tian station, as an engineer. Bruce had a way of the upcoming graduation broadcast (June 4).
showing his superiors he knew his business. This is done, he says, to give the television

| New Video Director |

audience a broader scope of the entire ministries.
Bruce Braun relaxes at home with his wife
Barbara, his Labrador retriever "J. J.," and his
ham radio base station. And with his call letters
W40SH, he has talked to some pretty famous
people all over the world. Among the personalities he has conversed with are King Hussein of Jordan (call letters JYI). Sen. Barry
Goldwater of Arizona, and even a Russian
cosmonaut. Even more, he has made phone
patches with some of the Apollo astronauts
while they were en route home from a space
mission aboard recovery vessels at sea. In all,
he has talked with people in more than 200
countries around the world. He has one of the
most sophisticated ham stations available.
He spends a great deal of time with his wife,
Barbara, and with the Brauns' eight-week-old
daughter (born March 29). And when he is in
the mood, you'll find him getting out the trombone for a tune or two.
And that is evident in the fact that Bruce
hasn't been without work since he enrolled at
Elkins Institute years ago. As soon as the
Olympics were over in 1976, James Kennedy,
pastor of the dynamic Coral Ridge Presbyterian
Church in Florida, contacted Bruce about the
possibilities of helping him start a TV ministry.
Coral Ridge already had been made famous
by Kennedy's "evangelism explosion"
philosophy. The church had grown in numbers
and had become a powerful voice to the glory
of the Lord Jesus and a powerful weapon
against the devil. Bruce was honored to join the
team.
Late last year, Dr. Jerry Falwell and Don
Norman contacted Bruce about coming up to
Lynchburg to direct the Old-Time Gospel
Hour. He first agreed to divide his time between Thomas Road and Coral Ridge. His first
directed program at Thomas Road was the Living Christmas Tree telecast last December.
From a technical standpoint, the program was
hailed as a masterpiece.
Moving to Lynchburg from Florida in the
dead of winter may not seem like a fun thing to
do at first, but Bruce caught that zestful excitement from Jerry Falwell that has become
characteristic of the world-famous pastor. It no
longer mattered that cars got stuck in the snow
in Lynchburg like flies on flypaper. What mattered was the still youthful Bruce Braun had
found his dream job—directing what is perhaps
the most powerful Gospel program on television.
Helping him with the program are some of
his control room assistants, such as Alan
Stephens, engineer for the Old-Time Gospel
Hour; Agey, associate director and producer;
James Pickering, assistant director, who
teaches television at LBC; Phil Jordan, another
associate; and Edie Corwin, who controls the
sound.
The training program Bruce has developed
solved two problems at one time. First, it
helped cameramen and other volunteers do
what they do the right way and, therefore, do
more with their equipment. Second, it gave
practical on-the-job training in television to
whoever wanted it—including TVRF students
from LBC who joined the Old-Time Gospel
Hour team.

lik*
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Braun going over schedule of Old-Time Gospel Hour; working on amateur radio.

The Learning Bridge
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Devoted to the youngster with learning disabilities, specializing in diagnosis and remediation. Described by one parent
as the " Miracle School''.
Apply now for the Fall: Mrs. Dalphine Mullen 528-0939.
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ENGAGEMENTS

April Brewer

Gail Miller

Brewer, Day

Miller, Peeler

' Dr. and Mrs. Fred
Brewer of Barbersville, W.
Va., announce the engagement of their daughter,
April Elizabeth, to Terry
L. Day of Huntington, W.
Va.
Miss Brewer will be a
junior at Liberty Baptist
College in the Fall majoring in elementary education. She is in the
children's ministry of the
Internationals.

Mr. and Mrs. Edward E.
Miller of Lewisburg, Pa.
announce the engagement
of their daughter, Gail, to
Randy R. Peller of Milroy,
Pa.
Miss Miller and Mr.
Peeler are seniors at Liberty Baptist College majoring
in youth. Both are also
members of The Internationals.
The wedding is planned
for August 12, 1978 at
Hillside Bible Church in
Mifflinburg, Pa.

Mr. Day will be a
sophomore at Liberty Baptist College in the Fall majoring in pastoral counseling. He is involved with
multi-media for the Internationals and is employed
with United Parcel Post
here in Lynchburg.
The wedding has been

set for Aug. 4, 1978 at
Fellowship Baptist Church
in Barbersville, West
Virginia. The bride's
father, Dr. Fred Brewer
will give the bride away as
well as officiate at the
ceremony.

RICK SIRICO ASSIGNED TO AUSTRALIA
Rick Sirico, a. 1977 graduate of Liberty Bap
tist College, is headed for Australia under
Strategic Baptist Missions, leaving Lynchburg
May 17.
Sirico, 23, a bachelor, and according to Dr.
Jerry Falwell, "Rick has all the ingredients to
be one of the greatest missionaries ever turned
out by the college."
Rick originally went to another Bible college, but transferred to Liberty Baptist College
in January 1973. The other college was settled
and somewhat sophisticated.
Rick tells, "When they ushered me onto
Treasure Island, I was disappointed. I had expected to be greeted and taken to a lovely
room, but my dormitory wasn't built yet, so I
hung my clothes in the gym and lived at
Harvey's Motel for two weeks. During that
time I was bussed to classes, meals, and chapel.
"I didn't know what God would do with my
life, but Thomas Road was the greatest thing
that ever happened to me. Something was different here and I determined to capture the
compassion that I saw in Jerry Falwell."
During Rick's first summer he worked on
the staff of Baptist Fellowship Church in Santa
Ana, Ca. Working in a different environment
broadened his vision for America.
The next year, Rick worked closely with

Joyce Rhoden

Rhoden,
Radobenko
Mr. and Mrs. Forrest
Rhoden, of Terre Haute,
In., announce the engagement of their daughter
Joyce Ann to Paul V.
Radobenko of Phoenix, Az.

Rick Sirico
Gordon Luff. Because of this experience he
testifies, "Luff left a greater influence on my
life than any other man. I want to be a leader
like him."
Following that, he went to the Ivory Coast
in West Africa as a summer missionary. There
he learned to love his homeland. When he
returned he joined the "I Love America"

BOOK REVIEWS

and true to God and His Word. The result was a
resounding victory for decent people
everywhere.
The author has successfully blended facts and
personal, sometimes very profound, insights
with a warning for Americans to wake up to die
dangers of the so-called ' 'gay-liberation'' movement. She reveals herself as a compassionate
and tender-hearted woman who at die same
time is firm and uncompromising in her convictions. "I . . . intend to stand by my convictions.
I do not intend to abdicate my right to be heard
or to surrender our way of life and our
children's future to the perverts, the smut peddlers and the morally bankrupt."
Bryant is honest and forthright in her presentation of the story. She does not dodge the
issues. She relies on God's Word and supports
her position with many leading authorities in
sociology, psychology, religion, government

The Anita Bryant Story by Anita Bryant
(Revell, 1977).
By RANDY JEWELL
"Because of my love for Almighty God,
because of my love for His Word, because of my
love for my country, because of my love for my
children, I took a stand . . . "
So begins Anita Bryant as she recounts die
tension-filled, harrowing, and yet, glorious
months of her struggle in Dade County, FL, as
she led Miami citizens from all walks of life in a
campaign to repeal an ordinance which, among
other dungs, make it impossible for private,
religious schools to keep avowed homosexuals
off their teaching staffs.
And stand she did. In the face of ridicule,
death threats, hate mail, bomb scares, bad jokes,
even professional blacklisting, she stood firm

Miss Rhoden graduated
May 7 from LBC with a
youth major. She traveled
with the LBC Chorale for
four years.
Mr. Radobenko will
graduate from LBC in May,
1979. He has traveled for
three years with "I Love
America" and "To People
with Love", and plans to be
involved in youth work.
The wedding is being
planned for May 12, 1979.

CONTINUOUS
COMPOUNDING
AT

and medicine. The homosexuals' cry for "civil
rights" is shown to be nothing more than a
ruse to disguise their attempts to foist their abnormal lifestyle on an uninformed and unsuspecting public. She writes, "To talk about
die 'rights' of someone who has chosen to rebel
against responsible living is nonsense . . . it is no
more a civil right issues than is the arrest of a
drunk for disturbing die peace."
But dus is not only a story of personal struggle, heartache, and victory. A strong appeal is
made throughout the book for Americans in
general and Christians in particular, to rise up
and let the media and our lawmakers know that
this perversion of nature is not an acceptable option. At the same time, a message of hope for
the homosexual, deliverance through the blood
of Jesus Christ, rings loud and clear from die
pages of diis highly recommended, exceedingly
worthwhile book.
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team and ministered throughout the United
States in these patriotic rallies.
Last summer, Rick went to the Orient. He
saw his roommate, Joe Hale, respond to God's
call and commit his life to go to Korea. He saw
Hale's great zeal and testified, "I just didn't
have peace about going to the Orient. Joe had
the burning desire, but I didn't."
At the Super Conference last November,
Pastor Paul Hoogenraad from Adelaide,
Australia, spoke and Rick caught a vision for
that country. Rev. Hoogenraad told Rick,
"Somebody has to love Australia.'
"Someone does . . . Jesus loves Australia,"
Rick remembers telling the missionary.
God meshed the heart of Stirico and
Hoogenraad. "The burning desire is there for
Australia," Sirico testifies. He is leaving Lynchburg May 17 for Australia to assume the
youth pastorate of the Prospect Baptist Church
in Adelaide. He says, "We will be working in
junior church, Awana, Word of Life . . .
everything we have done at Thomas Road, we
are going to attempt to do in Australia.
"The city of Adelaide has over 800,000
people—over 200,000 of these are young people with no youth program to reach them for
Christ." This is the burden of young Rick
Sirico.

4 Year Certificate
$1000 Minimum

1 FEDERAL

6 Year Certificate
$1000 Minimum
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Annual yields above are based on continuous compounding of interest
when principal and interest remain on deposit for one year. Substantial
interest penalty is required for premature withdrawalof Certificate principal. New Certificates and Statement Savings accounts are now compounded continuously. Existing Certificates are converted at maturity.
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MAIN OFFICE: 615 CHURCH ST., LYNCHBURG, VIRGINIA 24505
NEW OFFICERS—Lynchburg Christian Academy student body officers for
1978-79 are president Bill Nadelin (second from right); secretary-treasurer
Debbie Reynolds Qeft); and vice-preisdent Janelle Wipf. Back row are Miss
Jeanne King, sponsor, and principal James Williams.
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Recommended Highly by Dr. Jack Hyles—Hsoul-winning

material.'

TREASURE PATH TO SOUL WINNING
Involves Only
10 Minutes
A Day—
36 Weeks.

By J. O. GROOMS

N.w, ooiy psychological nwthod of memoriiing. 12 leuont cow entire plan of salvation, with many groat cardinal doctrin.1
m.moriz*d. 12 Unions on difficult problem! solved. 12 lessons Oil Evidence of Divine Inspiration. Conclutiv. proof
Scriptures ar. scientifically accural*.

Dr. Hyles Further Says:
"On different occasions w * hove used thm Treasure Path to Souf Winning' and the
'Soul Winner's New Testament Salvation' booklet, and have found each of tfiem
very helpful in reaching folk* for Christ."

Dr. Jerry Falwell Says:
" Treasure Path to Sou/ Winning' is the program of training tout winner* which
helped Thomas Road Baptist Church develop our mighty army of reproducers. It
played an important pari in framing the hundreds of soul winners who have helped
us have such an impact on our city. I recommend 'Treasure Path' as the outstanding
such program available today."

Take course
in your home.

DORIS M. ROHLEDER
(804) 845-4128

AGIFTOF

The Treasure Path to Soul-Winning memorization course
contributed to help build two of the largest churches in the world.
Two hundred fifty thousand of those booklets aro now in circulation.

Each for 100 or
more copies
$1.00 each for 1-19 copies
75tt each for 20-S9 copies
60c each for 60-99 copies

ONLY

M r . J a c k H inos of Bethany Baptist Church, Melbourne, Ha., finished this course in 1971
ISO persons w a l k e d thO aisle in 1973, whom he hod won to Christ in the home.
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Fr.« outlines, chorti, instructions, moiled to those |
placing an order (90% ordinarily enroll in Stole- j
believing congregations using this outline message )
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Pastor Travis H. Case's wife in w. Memphis, Ark., led 17 to
accept Christ in a one-week soul-winning marathon with this plan.
This is a tool you can win souls with now—with no previous experience.

I

8 PAGE
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Scripture text compiled together in orderly fashion to maneuver you
through the plan of salvotion.
Footnotes to explain the meaning of each text (Neh. 8:8).

I Enclosed is S
gift for
copies of "The Soul Winner's New Testament Salvation."
(50« each; $25.00 per hundred.)
Enclosed is $
gift for
copies of the troct,"Extro." ($150 per 100 or $12.50 per 1000)

I

Booklet—35 pages of instructions
AGJftOf

—coJd lost ton yeo'tl

j Enclosed is $
gift , o r
copies of "Treasure Path to Soul Winning."
($ 1.00 each for 1 • 19 copies; 75« each for 20-59 copies; 60« each for 60-100 copies.)

8450453
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T H E SOUL WINNER'S NEW TESTAMENT SALVATION

Rev. Eward Jaynes was called to pastor the
Secord Baptist Church in Gladwin, Michigan
in 1974. This church had not baptized a
convert in 18 years. He instituted the Treasure
Path To Soul Winning program and taught
Brother Grooms' method of giving out the plan
of salvation. In 90 days they baptized 57 converts.

I TREASURE PATH TO SOUL WINNING
j P.O.Box 1111 • Lynchburg, VA 24505
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STYLE

JESUS SET THE EXAMPLE
By MRS. LAWRENCE D. LACKS

mxmmi

PART JEWISH, MISSIONARY

Mrs. Lacks, Faithful Servant
By BOB HARRIS
She sits quietly, patiently, lovingly and attentively listening to Dr. Jerry Falwell finish
his sermon, give the invitation, make final announcements and say the last "Amen."
Then she waits unflinchingly as people crowd
past her on their way out to the parking lot. Her
arthritis ridden legs will not take her as far or as
fast as they once did. She must wait.
And while she waits she reflects on more
than seven decades of faithful service to the
Lord, 15 years of that spent consistently at
Thomas Road Baptist Church. "I go a lot
more than Jerry does, what with his traveling
and all," she quips.
She is fast approaching her 80th birthday
and has never backslidden since she was saved.
She is part Jewish and has a heart's burden
for the salvation of her people.
Part of her life was spent as a missionary,
most of her life as a schoolteacher and only for
five months of all her years was she married.
Yet, she remains Mrs. Lawrence D. Lacks,
the beloved and venerable institution of both
Thomas Road Church and Central Virginia.
She can't be missed in the main sanctuary.
She sits front and center, her hair fixed inside a
tall bonnet, her left hand grasping a rigid
wooden cane, her lips pressed determinedly
together as she stares ahead through bifocals to
the beloved pastor in the pulpit.
She has lived in Virginia nearly all her
life—except when she was a fulltime missionary to the Cumberland Mountains area of
West Virginia.
" I was born in the home of my paternal
grandfather on a plantation that was a grant by
King George III long before the Revolutionary
War," she says, "when early settlers were
coming to Virginia."
The plantation she speaks of is in Amherst
County about 30 miles from Lynchburg on the
James River just across from the Chesapeake
and Ohio Railroad. When she was born on
Nov. 1, 1898, the name of the community
was Stapleton.
Everyone now knows her as Mrs. Lacks, or,
more affectionately, "Lacks." Nonetheless
Lacks does have a first name, but she despises
it. She feels her family used Spanish names
mistakenly and unwittingly. She remembers
what the Spanish Inquisition did in the way of
atrocities to the Jews in the Middle Ages.
Every time she dwells on her own name, she
thinks of that. "The name is dreadful. I don't
want anybody to know it or use it," she insists.
For all intents and purposes, Stapleton, Va.,
no longer exists. No train carries mail there
now, and there is no post office. The nearest
post office now is in Madison Heights.
The house built on the plantation was made
of material shipped from England. The plantation joined land that was mined for gold, lead,
and sandstone to make glass.
"All three branches of the mines were quite
active when I was born, but long since have
ceased to operate," Lacks says.
Mrs. Lacks' first erfSposure to church was
when she was nearly two months old.
Christmas Day fell on a Sunday in that year,
and her mother took her to what was known as
a Union church. Two denominations—Baptists and Methodists—held services in the
same building. One week, the Baptists would
have the church, and the next week, the
Methodists held services.
It happened to be a Methodist service when
Lacks was there. "But that had no effect on
me," she says. "I've been Baptist in my
beliefs."
Mrs. Lacks' fatfier, Charles Freeman lived
with his own mother and fauier. But when
Lacks was 11 months old, the family moved to a
farm in the Blue Ridge Mountains.
"That was the first day I ever remembered
anything," she says. Seventy-nine years later,
her memory remains sharp. "The first thing I
can recall was looking out of a window and seeing a large green box and at one end of it were
two of the largest living things I ever saw. I had
seen dogs, cats, ducks, chickens and rabbits,
but when I saw this strange sight, I called,
'Mama, come here! What are these things out
in the yard?'
"She said the gray animals were horses and
the green thing that I called a box was a wagon.
She said, 'We are going to put our beds, table,
chairs and sofa, and clothes in the wagon, and
you and I are going to sit on that seat that you
see up at the end next to the horses, and Papa
is going to take us up in the mountains to our
new home. The horses are going to pull the
wagon.
When friends of Charles Freeman had loaded
his wagon, the little baby girl stood on the
ground while Freeman helped his wife get up
in the wagon. Then he picked Lacks up and
handed her to her mother, who wrapped her
up in a quilt.
"I can see that quilt now," Lacks says.
' 'There was an iron pan with hot rocks wrapped in cloth, and Mama put her feet on the
warm rocks. Papa got in and started driving,
and 1 can remember the long time we were on
the road."
At sundown the family arrived at their new
home. Freeman was the first to enter the
wooden house. He lit a lamp and built a fire in
the fireplace, came back out and carried in a

chair for his wife and one for his little
daughter.
Freeman and some neighbors helped set up
beds and tables before putting away the horses
for the night. Lacks' mother then prepared
supper, which the Freemans' new landlord had
provided.
" T h a t was the first day I ever
remembered," Mrs. Lacks says. "We all were
tired and we were soon in bed."
The Freemans lived in the mountains for only about a year. They liked the people there,
but Freeman didn't like the steep hills. He said
he couldn't stand up straight but had to lean
over to keep from falling, and that made his
back ache. Furthermore, Mrs. Freeman never
heard of any church up there to attend. The
Freemans—at least the female members of the
family—were strong church going folk.
Mrs. Freeman heard another loud clap of
thunder. She hugged Lacks tightly. ' 'Oh, I am
so scared that Papa is out with the horses, and I
always heard that animals hate lightning," she
told her daughter. "Please pray that God will
watch over him and see that he gets in the
stable before this storm starts."
"As I lay on the quilt and prayed," Mrs.
Lacks remembers, ' i told God I wanted to be
good and to please forgive me for all that I had
ever done that was bad. I asked Him to please
forgive me and not let Satan take me to torment."
Lacks then asked God to let her go to heaven
to be an angel when she died. That's the
theology she learned from her mother.
" I had never heard of Jesus. We had no Bible, lint Mama thought that if we were good
and obeyed God that when we died we would
go to heaven and be angels and play golden
harps and have wings and fly around."
As Lacks prayed, she promised God that she
would live a good life and obey Mama and not
do anything that she thought God would not
want her to do. "As I prayed," she recalls,' 'I
had a feeling come over me like I had never
known. I felt so happy. I felt that God had
heard my prayers and had forgiven me, and
that Satan was not going to take me to torment. And don't you know it was on that quilt
on the floor that all this took place!"
On that quilt she experienced a love for God
she had never known before. On that quilt her
prayer life began, "and I have never given up
praying since."
Two things Mrs. Lacks needed immediately.
She needed a Bible, and she began to pray that
God would send her one. She also needed
Christian fellowship.
"My parents were not Christians at this
time, though they were good moral people—as
good as unsaved people could be. Papa and
Mama were sweethearts until Papa died when
he was 82. I have never seen people more in
love than they were."
In 1915, when Freeman was 43-years-old,
he did trust Jesus Christ as his Saviour and was
baptized. There was no church near the
Freeman farm, but a Baptist preacher named
George Waits decided to put up a tent near the
farm and hold a revival. A friend of Freeman's
invited him to come to the revival. God broke
his heart, and he came forward.
During the revival, Waits held a baptism in
the James River and Freeman, his wife, and
Lacks' sister Elsa all were baptized.
Lacks herself had already been baptized a
year before. She was invited to attend a Sunday
school class in a new Southern Baptist church,
Oakdale Baptist Church in Madison Heights.
From that time forth Lacks felt the call of
God to be a missionary. She had a particular
burden to minister to people of the Jewish
faith—perhaps even in Israel. But first, she
needed some education.
Her newly converted father helped her some
by buying her a family Bible and hymn book.
In one night, Lacks read all of the books of
Genesis, Exodus and Leviticus and part of the
book of Daniel.
But she also kept up with her school work.
She was so bright as a child that she skipped
two grades—second and fifth. Consequently,
by the time she was 16, she had graduated
from the 11th grade and received her high
school diploma.
According to the state law at that time, a
woman with a high school diploma could teach
in grammar school as long as she was working
toward a degree. So Mrs. Lacks enrolled at
Lynchburg College and spent the next several
years there parttime, while she taught fulltime.
She never failed a test in her life.
Her first teaching job was at the Minton
Ridge School in Gaits Mill, a one-room school
house. She stayed there one year and then
went to Charlotte County, where she taught
for another year.
Early in the fall of 1900 Freeman harvested
his crop and sold it, but then moved the family
to Amherst Court House.
The fact that there were a Baptist, a
Methodist and an Episcopal church in
Amherst at that time delighted Mrs. Freeman.
Her daughter was three years old by this time.
After living in Amherst for about a year,
Freeman moved to a town along the James
River called Gaits Mill, where he operated a
ferry. Gaits Mill had a country store selling
anything you wanted; even the post office was
inside the store.

Jesus set the example (or us,
The way God's children ought to live.
We should commune with God daily,
And unto Him many thanks give.

Those who want God to please,
Have no time for things of the world.
They are busy each day studying the Bible
And telling others God's Word.

If we're to enjoy our salvation,
If we want the Lord to please,
We must not try to work alone
But go to God upon our knees.

They'll be bothered not long by Satan,
For their kind He cannot bear.
It will set Satan fleeing,
Seeing Christians on their knees in prayer.

If we'd be successful Christians,
We must leave the worldly throng.
We must seek God each day often,
And with Him there tarry long.

If Satan comes to you unaware,
When you are off your guard,
And suggests an evil deed or thought,
Start telling him the Word of God.

Seek God about every decision,
Ask His will each day for us.
Believing He'll answer our prayers,
And in Him always trust.

Tell him about our blessed Lord,
Who died to set sinners free.
And, Lo! you'll be all alone,
For hearing Jesus' name makes Satan flee.

Mrs. Lacks at 18

The TRBI Graduate

Dr. Falwell greeting Mrs. Lacks in church.

It was summertime 1906. Lacks' mother
told her to fill up a tea kettle with water. She
was supposed to take it to her father, who was
working in the watermelon patch. The water
was kept in a larger bucket in a shelf above the
shoulders of the little girl.
Lacks would reach up with a large dipper,
but when she brought the dipper by its long
handle back down to the kettle, she would
often spill some water.
"Mama, who wanted me to be as near
perfect as possible, grabbed her switch and
began to whip me, saying I was not paying any
attention to what I was doing."
Mrs. Freeman was raised in a Wesleyan
church. Somehow, through her childhood, she
gained plenty of knowledge of God and His
holiness and love and forgiveness, but not
Jesus Christ by name. The family once owned
a Bible, but Lacks' sister had burned it accidentally years before.
The mother taught Lacks and her sisters and
brothers—six sisters and four brothers in
all—from the book of Proverbs, which she
learned as a child. Lacks memorized the Proverbs.
When Mrs. Freeman beat her daughter with
the switch, she told her that she was sloppy
and messy, wanted to play and not work, and
paid no attention to her mother. Mrs. Freeman
also warned her litde daughter that if she
didn't repent, asking God to forgive her, and
then start listening to her mother, that Satan
was going to take her to the fires of torment
where she would burn and burn forever.
But after she washed herself and finished
mopping up, a loud clap of thunder startled the
whole household, and then Mrs. Freeman saw
terrifying streaks of lightning. Mrs. Freeman
feared thunder and lightning. When it struck,
she pulled all the window shades down and told
everyone in the house to lay down.
She motioned to Lacks. "Come on in my
room!'' she said. She threw an old quilt on the
floor, told Lacks to lie down, and then prayed
to God to forgive her daughter for being mean

and careless and disobedient, and she prayed
that Papa would make it to the house before
the storm came. He was plowing the
watermelon patch right by the river.
See Mrs. Lacks, page 9
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BUS BREAKFAST
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Starting Visitation

FLYING CREATES 'OPPORTUNITIES'
By RUTH TOMCZAK
When passengers fly Piedmont Airlines,
they meet a smiling Theresa Paschal.
Few would ever dream that this very slight,
soft-spoken young woman, flight attendant for
Piedmont Airlines, was once a desperate and
lonely person who tried to take her own life.
Jerry Falwell met her in a restaurant, immediately saw her "Jesus First" pin and was
impressed with her vibrant faith in Christ. • <
Those who are privileged to cross paths with
Teresa today are uplifted and encouraged by
her radiant love for Jesus Christ and her glow*
ing testimony. Theresa has a beauty that far
exceeds the physical . . . it's a beauty that
comes from knowing Jesus Christ as personal
Saviour and living daily in an intimate relationship with Him.
Theresa's life has not always been beautiful.
She writes: "God loved me through all the
many times I rejected Him. He was faithful to
me everytime I was unfaithful to Him. He loved me all the time I was putting everything and
everybody before Him. He loved me when I
was so miserable that I wanted to die. He loved
me when I was so despondent emotionally that
I committed myself to a mental institution. He
loved me when I lived in sin. He loved me
when I spoke filthy words and searched for
happiness in pills and a liquor bottle. He loved
me when I hated everybody; yes, I even hated
God, but he still loved me. And He loved me
when I hated myself."
A year and a half ago Theresa, now 30,
looked at the black clouds of sin and shame in
her life and knew she needed a Saviour. She
was filled with pain and feelings of failure, rejection, hopelessness and a despair that comes
from living contrary to the Word of God.
' 'When I had no place to turn and nowhere
to go, I finally turned to the One who had
always loved me with a perfect love. I cried out
to Jesus Christ and asked Him to take away all
the pain in my life," she said.
" I begged Him to forgive me of all the
things I had done that I knew had hurt Him so
much. I fell on my face with words so filled
with tears that only He could understand. I
begged Him to forgive all of the filth that had
filled my life. I received my silver lining in the
love and forgiveness of Jesus Christ. When all
eke failed, He didn't. Because He loved me,
He heard my cry, reached out, wiped away my
tears and gave me everything to be joyful
about. All I had to do was ask."
Theresa is a sensitive woman, one who has
experienced the deep anguish sin brings to a
life and the mighty depths of the love of God.
The tears come easily as she talks with
reverence of her deep love for Jesus Christ and
the forgiveness and cleansing only He could
accomplish in her life.
To whom much is given, much is required,
and Theresa understands that well. The aim of
her life is to glorify Jesus Christ in everything
that she does.
"Jesus loved me so much that He turned
me into a new creature and He opened my eyes
so that I could see the beautiful person his love
was turning me into. That is real love. It is a
love so perfect that it never, never fails. Is it
really so surprising that it's hard for me to
think about anything else?
"Is it any wonder that I want to tell the
world how wonderful this Savior is, and not
even care when people laugh at me because
they think I'm foolish? Jesus Christ has not
only forgiven me and accepted me, but He has
filled my life with everything beautiful that He
represents."
There are times when Theresa is critized
and ridiculed on her job for the stand she takes
for Jesus Christ. But when Theresa considers
what she has gained, no sacrifice is too great to
make for the One who made the ultimate
sacrifice for her. There are aspects of her job
Theresa does not enjoy, but she rests in the

STEPHEN HUDSON

Stephen Hudson,
Recovery by Prayer
By MARIE M. CHAPMAN
Whatever became of that baby, the
10-month-old boy the whole church was praying for, for weeks? yes, that's right—Stephen
Hudson. His father is a bus worker for the
Thomas Road Baptist church, Carroll Hudson.
Mother's a pretty auburn-haired girl, Nancy.
That's the one.
Back in May 1972, that baby took sick,
high fever and congestion and nothing seemed
to help. At Virginia Baptist Hospital on May
27, Carroll and Nancy stood by the bed of their
little red-haired baby and heard Dr. Peter
Houck saying, "Your baby has spinal meningitis."
Knowing the name of the illness did nothing
to alleviate their awareness of the seriousness
of it, not when Baby Stephen lay in a coma for
15 days. For two of those days and nights the
agonizing parents never left the bedside of
what they felt was their dying baby.
But groups of Thomas Road friends were
praying round the clock. Others in Bethel Baptist Church, where Steve's grandparents (the
Myers Hudsons) and Uncle Davey and Aunt
Marian Mayo worshipped, were also in earnest
prayer.
And whatever happened? Heard the baby
got all right. But did he? Doesn't meningitis
always leave some weakness?
If so, it certainly isn't apparent in the sturdy
little body of just-turned-six Steve. (His
favorite subject in school is lunch, he says!)
His schoolteacher, Mrs. Carroll Earls, in LCA,
where the boy just finished his year in K-5, has
at least • one idea why God answered those
earnest prayers so thoroughly. She heard him
sing.
"He's been singing since before he could
talk," says Nancy Hudson. "He has a record
player now and can sit by the hour, singing
with it."
An that's how he learned the song that so
well sums up what God did in his little life
those years ago, Bill Gaither's "I Am a Promise." Discovering his ability, Mrs. Earls
shared Stephen's singing with other
classrooms in the Academy, where he sang a
capella. He has also sung for chapel, to the accompaniment of recorded background music.
Not that he needed it.
Without benefit of piano or guitar, he sings
with all his heart, looking his audience in the
eyes, staying on pitch:
"I am a promise, I am a possibility.
I am a promise, with a capital P!''
And, hearing him and remembering those
prayers—you know it! It is fitting that the next
song he's mastering is "Jesus Got A-Hold of
My Life and He Won't Let Me Go!"
He got hold of Stephen one night as the
family gathered for their usual devotions
together. When Stephen, having heard the
gospel often in Sunday School and in school,
said he wanted to be saved. Carroll led him to
the Lord. His big brother, Todd, 9, is also a
Christian.
The boys especially enjoy their minibikes
out near their country home in the Piney River
area, where Nancy works at the post office.
They like it when Daddy takes them fishing,
too.
Stephen expects to spend a lot of time fishing
when he grows up—fishing for men, that is.
He's already sure that's one of those
possibilities God has in mind . . . but he's
equally sure God can also use a song to tell
others, "You are a promise!"

Airline stewardess Theresa Pascal.
assurance that she is in the perfect will of God
and pleasing Him is her only concern.
God has given Theresa great opportunities
to witness. Time and again she is asked why
she is so radiant, why her face glows. Theresa
loves those questions. They give her an opportunity to tell about Jesus, her Saviour and the
Son-shine of her life.
Theresa truly loves people and she communicates her love for the Lord to all with
whom she comes in contact. Her constant
prayer is that she would be sensitive to the Holy Spirit's leading as to whom she should
witness. She is mature in her acceptance of
people, realizing that many unkind people are
burdened with problems. She has learned that
love is reciprocal. One man who boarded her
plane was difficult to deal with. He spoke harshly and was extremely rude.
At the beginning of the flight Theresa
brought him the soft drink he requested. Just
before time to land Theresa came to get his
cup. He had not touched it. Theresa politely
told him she would have to take his cup. The
man fixed a mean stare at her and said if he
were on another airline they wouldn't take it
from him. Theresa replied, "But we love you r
more than any other airline.". He smiled, ,
handed her his cup and said, M Honey, there's
no way in the world we can argue with that.
Love won, and Theresa had a great opportunity to witness to this executive who had many
problems.
Theresa's file in the personnel office is full
of complimentary letters from passengers who
have written the airlines concerning her conduct. These letters have come from people all
over the United States, including top men in the
medical profession, authors, executives, secretaries, the chancellor of a university and
many others.
Theresa watches the Old-Time Gospel Hour
television program whenever she can. She
proudly wears the "Jesus First" pin she received from writing to the Old-Time Gospel
Hour.
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God is too wise to
make a mistake, and too
good to do wrong.
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By LORNA W. DOBSON
Since Eldridge Dunn took over the
Children's Ministries and Gerry Wade began
working in the bus ministry, a great event has
occurred weekly: the Saturday morning bus
breakfast.
This is the boost that sends the workers off
on visitation.
As we hear about the weekly results of route
growth and souls being saved, it seems only
fair to look behind the scenes and see who's
standing by the stoves in the LCA cafeteria.
Phyllis O'Connell and Betty Pittman are doing most of the work. Saturdays begin at least
by 6 a.m., cooking begins at 7 a.m. in order to
serve at 8:30. A refrigerator and two storage
cabinets have been purchased so that these
women no longer have to carry all of the equipment and supplies home each week, although
they do use their own pots and pans much of
the time.
It was Phyllis who mentioned to Mrs. Gloria
Dunn months ago that she had experience as a
camp cook. That statement was remembered
when the breakfast idea was initiated. Now,
the ladies are preparing menus which might include 16 pounds of bacon, dozens of eggs and
pastries, hashbrowns or fried apples, biscuits
and gravy, and at least 3,000,000 grits! Dry
cereals are always available, and apples are
given out regularly for workers to take on their
routes for a mid-morning snack.
Volunteers through the TRBC Ladies
Fellowship set, serve and clean the tables and
kitchen. Early serving and late clean-up shifts
are a convenient choice for mothers, and childcare is provided at the church. Rewards include meeting new faces, sometimes obtaining
a new recipe, or even eating leftover waffles.
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Mrs. Lacks: Graduate
Continued from page 7
Mrs. Freeman wanted all her daughters to
stay single until they were 40 years old, but
romance was in the air for Lacks. It was in
Charlotte County where she met Lawrence D.
Lacks, a young man studying for the ministry.
He too had a missionary zeal about him; she
fell in love with him.
Their time together was limited, but after
teaching a year in Charlotte County and
another year in Fairfax County, they were married.
But this was me beginning of a period of great
sadness for Mrs"Lacks. First of all, she and her
husband could not be together much, because
he was still studying for the ministry and she
was several miles away teaching. In five months' time, she was with him only 21 days.
But then God did something else to them.
He took Mr. Lacks away from his wife
altogether. He contracted the flu one day, but
he was not able to get the kind of medicine or
rest he needed. The flu turned into spinal meningitis, and he was hospitalized.
Had he lived, the doctors said he would have
;
been a "raving maniac" all his life, Mrs.
Lacks said. And men he died. And she was
alone. She wrote these words:,

jf**
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By MARIE CHAPMAN
The American Woman's Gazetter, by
Lynn Sherr and Jurate Kazickas (Bantam
Books).
With vacation season aproaching, women
everywhere will be seeking just the information obtainable from this book.
In vignettes, state by state, authors cite
monuments, homes, statues and other
memorials to outstanding women. Among
those in the first list, under "Gadsden, Ala.,"
for instance, is the Emma Sansom Monument
at First and Broad Streets. The statue honors a
teenager who guided General Nathan Forrest
in pursuit of Federal troops and the authors
cite the ballad in her honor which begins,

"The courage of man is one thing, but that of
a maid is more."
Among the other riches in the first
(alphabetical) state is, at Tuscumbia, "Helen
Keller's Birthplace, Ivy Green, at 300 West
North Common Street.'' The well where Miss
Keller first comprehended communication is
pictured.
In Arkansas, at Eureka Springs, is the
"Carry A. Nation House, Hatchet Hall," at
31 Steel Street, where the famous prohibitionist spent her last three years.
Connecticut finds the reader discovering the
"Ella Wheeler Wilcox House" at 105 Beckett
Avenue in Short Beach—coiner of "Laugh

Use me as Thou wilt.
Send me where Thou wilt.
Work out Thy whole will in my life
At any cost now and forever.

Mr. Lacks' death meant the end of a missionary life among Jewish people, or so Mrs.
Lacks thought. She continued teaching.
From Fairfax County near Washington, D.
C, she spent two years in Campbell County,
then one year in Henrico County, then one
year in Nelson County, and then one year
teaching in Lundeburg County, then back to
Amherst.
She spent two years there, and then went to
Wythe County to teach. This was the period of
the Depression. She found no job teaching
after she went to Wythe County. A missionary
friend asked Mrs. Lacks if she would help
minister to people in the Cumberland Mountains of West Virginia.
It was a strange kind of ministry to her. She
worked in the people's homes, teaching them
the Bible. She gave them New Teataments,
which she had received by the hundreds from
her missionary friend. To earn her keep, she
mopped floors and washed dishes and cleaned
homes. These people were primitive mountain
folk; some of them engaged in snake-handling.
So God did give her some period of life as a
full-time missionary. She loved it, but it wasn't
the same without Lawrence. After two years,
she decided to go back to teaching. She spent
eight years teaching in Nelson County and
eight years in Botetourt County.
In 1962, after several years as a teacher and
missionary, she moved back to Lynchburg in
semi-retirement. For years, she listened to
Rev. Oliver Greene's radio program and her
heart was blessed. On one occasion, Greene
made reference to an exciting fundamental
Baptist church in Lynchburg, Va. Lacks decided she would try to find it.
When she found it, she knew it was the place
God wanted her to be. Except for times when
she has been hospitalized and very sick, she has
been perhaps the most faithful member of
Thomas Road.
In 1972, at the age of 73, she enrolled in a
new school sponsored by the church—the
Thomas Road Bible Institute. Two years later,
with the rest of her class, she graduated.
Lacks now lives in a home in downtown
Lynchburg with a few surviving members of
her family, including her brother Ramon and
his wife. She has three married sisters who live
in Lynchburg, and one married sister who lives
in Tennessee. Her sister Elsa—who remained
single all her life—lives with Lacks..
She is active in the Senior Saints ministry at
Thomas Road. She also belongs to the}
Daughters of the Confederacy, and she knows
her War Between the States history well
enough to argue that the South will rise
again—and maybe even win.
Mrs. Lawrence D. Lacks has not regretted
one moment of her long, wonderful life with
the Lord. She knows the Lord loves her. She
knows His feelings toward her.

POCAHONTAS

WHITE HOUSE

SWEET

APPLE

PEAS

SAUCE

17-oz. CANS

"To Us-You're Special"

FOR

Meat Values
CHICKEN

RICHF00D Hot or Mild

^ ^

Sausage ..PKG.
OSCAR MAYER Meat or Beef

—^ .

0 3 #

*fc J d B

O O

Franks... a * 1
GWALTNEY

DOUBLE Q
\

SALMON

15V2-OZ.

'

CAN

7c OFF LABEL 4-ROLL
PACK

GREAT GROCERY VALUES
PLUS DEPOSIT

COCA-COLA

99*

KING'S HAMBURGER OR

_

^ ^

Hot Dog Buns

3

TEXAS PETE

BETSY ROSS INSTANT

ARMOUR

Potted Meat
ARMOUR VIENNA

to 1000 doz.

SAUSAGE

We specialize in silk-screening TEE shirts, bumper
suckers, buttons for all types of organizations, church,
civic, business, clubs.

QUANTITY RIGHTS RESERVED

J

- ^

.

T; 9 9 *

3

Hot Dog Chili

Pittman Mini-Mall

POCAHONTAS

8
B„^

^ ^

^89*
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£

s 99
B

5
3

0*
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*

A 99°
tffe***

CN 9 9 *

WHOLE
KERNEL

CORN

17-oz,
CANS

99*

WISE POTATO

69*

79
PILLSBURY Sweetmilk

Cobblers Biscuits
26-oz.
8TUBES
8-oi
l
C0NT.

M

99

Ice Cream
PET
VANIll.
ONLY

HAlF
GAL

99

Pleasing Produce

CHIPS
8-oz.
BAG

83

Frozen Food & Dairy J
PET RITZ FRUIT

LIMIT 1 WITH $7*°OR MO
EXCLUDING BONUS FEATURES

M

Great Dogs
Mb.
PKG.

TISSUE

DELSEY
BATHROOM

Hamwiches'PKG.
GWALTNEY

LIMIT 2 WITH$7"ORMOI
1
EXCLUDING BONUS FEATURES

THE-TEE-SHIRT SHACK

Call anytime 804 847 5619 ask for Earl Denny

CO*

Livers
»o*J
Bologna IK" 7 9 *

Drink Mix
Qualities from 1 doz.

"Your reputation is what you are
around others; your character is what you
are when you're all alone."

15-oi. CANS

5

Dear one, I want you to have the most wonderful love.
I want you to see in the flesh a picture of your relation
with Me,
And to enjoy materially and concretely the everlasting
union
Of beauty, perfection, and love that 1 offer you with
Myself.
Know that I love you utterly.
1 am the Almighty God.
Ik-lieve it and be satisfied.

'

and the world laughs with you, Weep and you
weep alone," and hundreds of famous inspirational poems.
At Mansfield, Mo., the "Laura Ingalls
Wilder Home and Museum" honors the
woman who at 65 began to write the stories of
her childhood which inspired the "Little
House on the Prairie" television series.
This 280-page, well-illustrated and wellindexed reference book should be a part of
every would-be vacationer's library.

Grocery Values

I give myself, my life, my all, utterly to thee.
To be thine forever.
Fill me and seal me with Thy Holy Spirit.

•

VACATION PLANS

BOOK REVIEW:

King's First for Super Values

Lord, I give up all my plans and purposes,
All my own desires and hopes
And accept Thy will for my life.

r

<>

RED RIPE

TOMATOES
LARGE FIRM SLICES

DOUBLE
S&H

43*

GREEN

GOLDEN RIPE

STAMPS
ON
TUESDAY

BANANAS
lbs.

49

10

MAM

JOURNAL CHAMPION
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SPORTS

Teams Have
Win Record
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Coach Dowling Signs Top Gridders
By KEVIN KEYS
Tom Dowling, in his first full season of
recruiting, has signed 35 top athletes to
scholarships to play football for Liberty Baptist
College.
"We will have good depth at all the positions except center and wide receiver," says
Dowling. "We could use some walkons at
those positions in August."
These new recruits along with the 48 returning players and walkons should give the
Flames a hundred man roster for the 1978
season. That is the goal that Tom Dowling has
set so the team can get the proper type of practicing in as well as having the needed depth.
The areas that the Flames coaching staff attacked in their recruiting were lack of speed
and size that was evident last season. After
many long nights of traveling on lonely roads
these areas seem to be much improved.
"I'm very pleased with the 35 players that
we have signed out of high school," says
Dowling. "We have also brought in six junior
college kids who can and will give us immediate help."
These junior college players participated in
the spring practices and Coach Dowling has
placed special praise on 6-6, 265 pound offensive tackle Hank Willis, inside linebacker Jerry
Grundy, center David Bradley and fullback Jeff
Adams.
"If we opened the season tomorrow they
would be in the starting lineup."
Willis will be matched up inside on the offensive line with some prep recruits which add
up to an impressive front line for Liberty: Dale
Clark, 6-6, 230; Jim Stores, 6-5, 260; David
McDonald, 6-5, 236; Donice Scott, 6-4, 260;
and Craig Craft, 6-4, 250.
All alone at the top of the list of big linemen
is Victor King who tops out at 6-2 and 315
pounds. He was also the Georgia state wrestling champion at the heavyweight level.
In the other deficient area, speed, some new
signees have bolstered the attack with 4.4
speed in the 40-yard dash. These are Earston
Hewitt of Rustburg, Va., Timmy Saunders of
Cocoa, Fla. and Johnny Sheppard of
Petersburg, Va.
These recruits, along with the others that
the Flames have signed, should be the needed
antidote to put Liberty over the hump.
"When we started out last year," recalls
Dowling, "Nobody had heard of us. We were
always the last in line for an athlete. We are
trying to change that. It's like a major sickness
for which many operations are needed to cure
the victim."
If paper ability, statistics and past performances are any indication, the first operation
by Dowling has been an unqualified success.
• • * •
Liberty will be returning 48 players from
last season's roster. Nineteen of these were
starters last season. With the years experience
that these players have gained they should all
play a vital role in the upcoming year of competition.
The Flames will be returning the second
leading rusher in the NAIA in Kim Raynor.
Raynor also holds the Flames record for most
yardage in a single season with 1,112 yards to
his credit.
Mark Phillips will be returning to the field at
the wide receiver slot after a years absence
from competition. He should help greatly in
the speed department as well as the receiving
end because of his great ability at his position.
A number of professional teams have already
expressed an interest in Phillips with one team
already having visited the Hill City toatalk
with Mark about the posibilities in pro football.
Steve Kearns should be returning to LBC an
even more impressive player after the strong
showing he made last season at his tight end
position. Kearns caught 23 passes for 537
yards and seven touchdowns in the 1977 campaign.
The Flames will bring back two starting
quarterbacks in Glenn Inverso and Steve Patterson. Both saw action in the starting role last
season and should be quite beneficial to the
team this year.
These players, along with the multitude of
talent represented in the other returning lettermen, should cement the prospects for the
future of Liberty Baptist College in the upcoming season.
• • • •
Dale Gibson, head basketball coach for the
1978-79 basketball season, has announced the
signing of two new cagers to grants-in-aid for
basketball. They are John Littman and Mike
Hollis.
Littman is a 6-5 forward out of Massilon
Christian School in Massilon, Ohio. John will
be used as a swingman for the Flames so that
they may utilize his ball handling ability as well
as his jumping and shooting skills.
Hollis, a 5-8 guard, could be the best ball
handling guard ever signed to a scholarship at
Liberty Baptist College. He will be used as a
point guard at LBC and should delight the
crowd with his dazling moves and passes when
he can get into the games. Mike accounted for
39 points per game in high school by averag
ing 13 points per game and 13 assists also. He
is a product of University Christian Schools in
Jacksonville, Ha.
"If you aim at nothing, you'll hit it
every time."

Liberty Baptist College Football Recruits
Who Have Signed Scholarships to Date:
Rick Pilchrrr-<>l. 2i0, DT, Bfraui chriitian Acxfcmy, Lake Park, Fl.
Dale Clarkr-fi (.. 230, TE, East* High School, Tappahannock, Va.
Johnny Sheppard-5 II. 180. RB, Pnenburg High School. Petmhurg,
V«.
Mikr Fletcher--n 2. 240, DT, Greenwood Christian Academy. Houiton.
Ti
Mike Marshall-G 2. 230, Tackle. E. C Glass High School, Lynchburg.
Va.
Greg Mostly-i II. ISO. QB, RB, Ed White High School, Jacksonville

n

Jeff Scott-d 2. 2 W. DT, Rustburg High School, Rustburg, Va.
Harston Hewitt- (• I, ISO, RB, Rustburg High School, Rustburg, Va.
Chris Patterson- 5 II, 170. DB, Berkmar High School, Atlanta. Ga
Jim Stores-6 5, 260, OT, Ed White High School, Jacksonville, Fl.
Tim Keasler-6 4. 225. OT. Armuchee High School, Armuchee. & .
David McDcmald-6 5. 236, DT, Lakewood High School, St. Petersburg.

H
' Dan Estes-6 1. 215. LB. Ed White High School, Jacksonville, Fl.
Doug Stallard-6 2, 230, OG, Danville High School, Danville. Ky.
John Fangman-6 3. 220, OG, Highlands High School. Ft. Thomas. Ky.
Vemon Williams-5-7. 170. TB, Northside Christian, Gainesville. Fl.
Dan Carlock-6 4. 220. TE, Gordon Lee High School, Chickamauga, Ga.
Jimmy Rowe-6 1. 180. DE. Lakeside High School, Atlanta. Ga.
Sig Wolfe—6 0. 215. FB. Deleon High School, Deleon. Ti.
Chris lohnston i. I, 185, LB. Lakeside High School. Atlanta, Ga.
Victor King-6 I' i. 315, DT, N, Towers High School, Atlanta, Ga
Dave Fisher-6 3, 215, OC. DT. Whittier Christian Academy, Whittier,

a.
Jeffrey Wilson-h 2. 175. Slotback, Turpin High School, Cincinnati, Oh.
Donice "Bon Boo" Scott-6 4, 260, DT, Deshler High, Tuscumbia, Al.
Timmy Saunders-5 10, 170, RB, Cocoa High School, Cocoa, Fl.
Scott Umberger-6 2, 205. OT. LB, Johnson High School, Gainesville.
Ga.
Jim Billups-6 3. 185. DE, Ceredo, Ceredo, WV
Bill Williams—6-2, 198. FB. Robert E. Lee High School, Jacksonville, Fl.
Craig Craft-6 3' >, 250, T. Sandlewood High School, Jacksonville, Fl.
Daryl Evans-6 4, 220. T. East Hall High School, Lule, Ga
Keith Barcheler-5 11, 175, QB, Blacksburg, S. C.
Donald Garrison - 6 i'-i. 195, OB, S, Sparrows Point Sr. High School,
Baltimore. Md.
Barry Jude-60. 171. RB, Belfrey High School, (orrjr Hills, Ky.
Pervis Thomis-6 1. 170, DB, Heritage High School, Lynchburg, Va.
Tim Thomas-6 1. 180, DB, Heritage High School, Lynchburg, Va.

I

Lynchburg Christian
Academy's two winning
baseball teams have produced consecutive winning
seasons.
Finishing the season
with a 15-5 record, the
boys' team went on to help
win the Virginia Independent Conference Championship. Coach Harvey
Klamm then close senior
players Rodney Kane,
Barry Clarkson, Phil
Kinley, Dike Shellman
and David Pack for the
VIC all-Conference Team.
(VIC is composed of eight
independent schools.)
The girls' team, coached
by Miss Pattie Rizzo, won
the Blue Ridge Conference
Tournament Championship, 17-3. This was the
third consecutive winning
season for this three-yearold team, totaling 60-6.
Unlike the boys who
were chosen by their own
coach, the girls were
chosen by the allconference coaches to participate in the Blue Ridge
Conference Championship.
Four of the 10 chosen from
eight schools were from
LCA. They are senior Sandy Hefley, Juniors Cindy
Lawrence and Leslie
Miller, and freshman
Laura Taylor.

GRASS ROOTS STANDING UP
Continued from page 1

civil rights of gays to jobs is a curtailment of
the civil rights of an employer to the free use of
his property and business.
CBS claims there are 40 cities in America
with ordinances that make it illegal to refuse to
hire a homosexual based on his or her sexual
preference. Liberals are afraid these ordinances
may also be threatened because fundamentalists are taking aim on them.
Fundamental preachers should get into the
batde. It's spreading fast. The United
Presbyterian Church, for example, is deciding
whether to accept a task force report regarding
ordination of avowed homosexuals. An avalanche of protests has come in from members and
local congregational boards that say in effect
that, they will not ordain avowed, practicing
"homosexuals regardless of what their General
Assembly decides.
The liberal Episcopal priest Malcomb Boyd,
himself an avowed homosexual, complained
that since he announced his sexual preference
a year ago he has been "totally
unemployable."
Some media celebrities who implied they
were homosexuals are now covering their
tracks to make themselves acceptable to grass-

CLASSIFIED

Help Wanted

SO

Immediate employment
available
for
dental
technlcan. Contact Sam
Conway 525-3854

Houses For Sale.. .58
3 BEDROOM RANCH
STYLE HOUSE. Living room
with fireplace, dining room,
kitchen, 1V% baths, family
room with fireplace, full
basement, hardwood floors,
electric heat, carport, large
lot. Priced to sell. Located
Hyland Springs In Campbell
County. Call after 5 p.m.
239-4409.
Lovely 4-5 bedroom
house on dead end street In
Windsor Hills. Large kitchen with pantry, formal
dining room, living room
with fireplace, 2 baths,
downstairs recreation room,
den with fireplace and
study. Central air and heat.
$56,900. Call 237-0872.
LARGE 4-5 BEDROOM
HOME, split foyer. 2 baths,
family room with fireplace,
carpet and air conditioned.
Low Bedford County taxes.
Assumable loan. Call
525-4868.
3 BEDROOM, VA baths,
kitchen, dining room, living
room, full basement.
Located in Ft. Hill area. Call
William Fleshman 239-7276.
3 BEDROOM, 2 BATHS,
living room, formal dining
room, kitchen with all appliances, laundry room, wall
to wall carpet, central air
conditioning, $54,500, call
Jack Lawson 239-4808. Near
Liberty Mountain.

1

roots America.
The agitation over homosexuality has hit
the Jewish community. Even though there is a
four-year-old synagogue in New York's
Greenwich Village that attracts approximately
300 homosexuals, most Jewish organizations
were militant against die movement, stating
that "This moral rot has reached the point
where die security and very existence of our
republic is in peril."
Roman Catholics in general have stood
against the homosexual request for recognition.
Those groups that have opened their arms to
the homosexual have been liberal-leaning
denominations, characterized by a denial of the
literal interpretation of Scripture. The reason is
evident: those who accept the Bible must reject
homosexuality because die Bible identifies it as
SIN.
Jerry Falwell preached a sermon against
homosexuality on The Old-Time Gospel Hour
T.V. program on May 14, in the "Clean Up
America" campaign. Falwell charged that
"homosexuality is perversion and is not an acceptable lifestyle for America."

2 BEDROOM BRICK
HOME with one bath, living
room, kitchen, carpet, 10' x
10' utility building, fenced
in yard. Madison Heights.
$25,500. Call 846-1011.
VISTA ACRES BRICK
RANCH STYLE HOME, 4
bedroom, 2 baths, family
room, kitchen with appliances, new wall to wall
carpet, large fenced yard,
new 10' x 12' building,
assumable loan. $37,900.
Call 239-1791.
FORT HILL CAPE COD
HOME, living room with
fireplace, dining room, kitchen, 2 bedroom den or
bedroom, 2 porches, walkout basement, utility room,
shop, fenced concrete
patio, garden spot, unfinished attic, many extras, near
bus line, assumable loan.
Call 237-1206.
3 BEDROOM, 2 BATHS,
Eat in kitchen with sliding
glass door and deck, beams

rtfSaW

In the living room, 346
square ft. den
with
fireplace, 2 car garage, garbage disposal, storm windows, large 200 ft. lot, central air. Heritage Circle. Call
John Martelll 239-9105
$45,500.
4
YEAR
OLD,
5
BEDROOM HOUSE, living
room, dining room, eat in
Kitchen with extras, family
room with wet bar and large
stone fireplace. All brick
split foyer, rail fence, large
level lot, air conditioning,
patio and deck. In $50's,
abailable In June. Call
237-2019.

THREE
BEDROOM
RANCH STYLE HOME, large
living room, enclosed porch,
good central heat and air
conditioning. Off Old Forest
Road. Call 384-5253.

239-9281 Ext. 41 or 42.

WEDDING DRESS AND
VEIL, size 7, $100. Call Mrs.
Towns 239-3042.
For Sale: 1 olive green
shag carpet with rug pad
$50. 1 gold tone nylon rug
12' x 13' $50. Also, JUC 4
Channel 8 track tape player
with 2 speakers $45. Call
528-4762.
MUST SELL—Leaving for
Australia. 1—8' table with
round legs, 1 couch and
chair, 1—20" Jig Saw with
motor, 1—1500 watt electric
heater, 1 end table and coffee table, 1 home-built table,
2 dressers, 1 set of bunk
beds, Bell-Howe slid projector, 2 lawn chairs. Call
Gaylor Carter 239-5818.

Mobile Home Sales 59
1972
CRESTVIEW
MOBILE HOME. 2 bedroom,
Vh. baths, utility room, sun
deck, appliances, large
fenced lot close to town.
$4800. Call 384-2182.

Rooms For Rent... 75

HOTPOINT RANGE with
self cleaning oven $175., 9 '
x 12' rug $35., 14000 BTU
A/C $125. Trash compactor
$75. Call 239-3767.
Solid maple bedroom
suit, maple drop leaf table,
sofa, piano, organ, 2 stoves,
lamps and dressers. Call
846-3130.

Young girl desires Christian family to live with. Can
pay room and board. Anita
Lewis (237-4038 after 5:00
p.m.).

Slant O Matic Singer sewing machine, chord organ,
Zenith BA/V console T.V.,
Sunbeam fry pan, electric
coffee percolator, electric
can opener, Hamilton Beach
electric toaster, Kirby
cleaner with all attachments, drapes, curtains, davenport, chairs,
bathroom set (pink), set of
dishes, stainless steel cook
ware, card table, Presto
cooker. All things in good
condition. Call 846-1817.

Houses For Rent .. 76

Trailers For Sale .. 127

FEMALE LBC STUDENT
NEEDED to share rent with
working mother who has a 5
year old daughter. Possible
lower rent in exchange for
occassional babysitting.
Call 384-9486 til 4:30 or
847-4305 after 6:00 p.m.

3 BEDROOM, 2 BATH
ranch style house for rent.
Family room and car port. 10
minutes from Thomas Road
and 10 minutes from Liberty
Mountain.
Christian
neighborhood. $250. a
month. Available June 15th.
239-8848. T.F.

Mobile Homes
For Rent

SMALL 5 x 7 ENCLOSED
TRAILER with lights. Has
been used to pull a PA
system and is in good condition. $595. Call Phil Pantana (804) 847-0049 or (804)
845-4424.

78

2 BEDROOM TRAILER
fully furnished with air conditioning. Available June
1-August 15. Call Ken Summers 239-7988.

Wanted to Buy

89

Wanted
to
buy
a
reasonably priced upright
spinet piano. Call 237-2678.

Miscellaneous
For Sale

100

DOG CRATE $30.00
perfect for traveling or
housetraining a puppy. Also
a Remington 22 Automatic
Rifle with scope $60.00. Call

1972
COMADOR
TRAILER, 65 feet long, 3
bedroom, good condition. If
Interested call 821-7177.

Automobiles
For Sale

131

1973 VEGA $400., 1965
Dodge $150., Raleigh 10
Speed aluminum frame bike
$70. Call Mr. Tanner
384-5253.
1973 FORD MUSTANG in
good condition, low milage.
Call 384-9384 or call the LCA
office and ask for Carol
Cllne.
1973 CHEVY IMPALA, 2
door, many new parts, very
good condition, $1400. Call
528-4112 Ext. or 239-1150
after 5:00 p.m.

BENJAMIN FRANKLIN FOODS, INC.
IN OFFICE COFFEE SUPPLIES
INSTITUTIONAL FOODS
(703) 586-4180

A FULL LINE OF COFFEE EQUIPMENT
FOR OFFICE—SCHOOL—HOSPITAL—BUSINESS
ASK US ABOUT OUR FOOD LINE-PAPER LINE—ICED TEA LINE
ROANOKE (703) 343-5900
LYNCHBURG (804) 528-5900

BENJAMIN F. RIGNEY
PRESIDENT

HAVE A PEPSI D A Y !
THE M O S T ORIGINAL

SOFT DRINK EVER!

That's the job of the New
Minutemen. Like America's
first Minutemen. they protect
your country and your com
munity See how you can
join them and learn a valu

able skill. Earn extra money.
And get ahead, in life. All
while enjoying the things you
like about civilian life—in today's Army National Guard.

Raymond T. Gilbert

ARMY

NATIONAL
GUARD
The Guard belongs

Robert T. Marshall

528-6647

JOURNAL CHAMPION
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Charles Hughes Recovering, Prayer Cited

Continued from Page One
and Charles were still in the van.
"They're still in there!" Dick gasped to
them. In minutes, the rescue crew recovered
all four occupants of the van and rushed them
to the hospital.
Looking at the wreck, police officers said it
was a miracle that anyone survived. The
truckdriver and Dave were not seriously injured; the truckdriver sustained multiple cuts
and bruises and went into temporary shock.
Dave was bruised badly, but he suffered no
broken bones.
But Mark, Dick and Charles were another
story. There was a point at which doctors and
nurses were not sure any of them would survive.
Mark broke his left tibia and fibula (leg
bones below the knee), right ankle, his pelvis,
six ribs on the right side, and his clavicle. He
later developed a delirium which became a lifeand death situation.
Dick suffered from a collapsed lung, eight
broken ribs, and a black eye.
Charles had severe brain damage and head
injuries and a ruptured spleen, which had to be
removed immediately.
Back in Lynchburg, Kathy had reported to
work at 8 a.m. on Liberty Mountain just as on
any other Friday morning. In about 4 0
minutes—some three hours after the accident—she received a phone call to report to
the central switchboard office, where a state
police officer was waiting for her.
"Mrs. Hughes," me officer said in a grim
tone, "your husband has been involved in a
serious automobile accident. You should call
the Carlisle Hospital in Carlisle, Pa., at once."
Kathy quietly walked to die telephone and
called the number. She told herself, "Now,
don't get upset until you find out what's going
on! Don't get upset!" A nurse informed her
mat Charles was in very critical condition, and
that she should make arrangements to get to
Carlisle immediately. She quietly listened to
the explanation and kept her composure.
This amazed the Carlisle doctors, she was
later told. On most occasions, when diey have
to inform a wife diat her husband has been involved in a car accident, die wife breaks down
and hands die phone to someone else. Not so
widi Kathy; she seemed to display almost
s u p e r h u m a n s t r e n g t h and w i s d o m
throughout
Dr. Hughes had spent most of diat week at
home, suffering from a feverish condition he
was fighting for several days. A nurse
telephoned die Hughes long distance. " D r .
Hughes,'' she said,' 'your son has been in an
accident. He is severely hurt and in critical
condition. We don't know at diis point
whedier he will live."
Dr. Hughes put die telephone down. He
could hardly believe what he had heard. He
knelt down at that instant and prayed. He
couldn't help but cry.
As news of die accident spread, special
prayer meetings were held all over die church
and school ministries Friday morning.
Dr. Falwell was in a motel room in
Michigan when news of die accident reached
his ears. He was scheduled for meetings with a
pastor, some of his church staff, and some
Christian businessmen.
Dr. Falwell was stunned when he heard. He
immediately called a special prayer meeting
witii all diose who were present, and he began
to make arrangements to fly to Carlisle.
Dr. Hughes was in prayerful communication widi God as he traveled up on die
airplane.

When die Hugheses arrived, die doctors
told diem Charles' chances of living were less
dian five per cent. But Dr. Hughes said to die
doctors, " W e will not stop praying, unless
God Himself tells us to stop praying."
Again, Mark Lowry was the first to wake
up after die accident. He awoke in die
emergency room Wridiing widi pain in his
back, he looked up at die nurse. " I need a
chiropractor," he said to her.
" Y o u don't need a chiropractor," she said.
"Well, dien, I need my modier."
But Mark was definitely not out of die,
woods. Because all of his broken bones began
to pour fats into his blood stream, by Saturday
he developed a condition known as fatty embolism, which gave him blood clots and sent
him into a terribly disoriented delirium. He
called nurses witches and accused his friends
of terrible tilings.
On one occasion, Dr. Austin B. Tucker, a
seminary professor, flew up to visit him, and
Mark snouted at him, " G e t away from me!
You made a country and western record, and
you call yourself a Christian?"
Dr. Tucker said, "Now, Mark, I don't
know what you're talking about!" He
resembled someone Mark met down soudi
who made a country record, Mark later explained.
The doctors told Mark's modier diat one of
three tilings could happen now diat Mark was
in die fatty embolism: first of all, since die embolism is a blood clot, it could reach the heart
and kill him. Secondly, the clot might travel to
the brain and cause him to be mentally retarded for die rest of his life. Or, diirdly, he could
come out of it.
He did come out of it Sunday.
Though Mark was bedridden for awhile
because of his broken bones, he made sure he
filled his cast with Scripture verses. The doctors said it was die first cast they ever saw with
Scripture verses written on it.
Dave received some severe bruises, and diat
put him in intensive care for awhile. But he
was up before die week was out, playing die
piano as masterfully as before.
Dick's lung was reinflated, his broken ribs
were tended to, and he is now back to nearnormal condition, spending die summer at

home in Maine. While he was convalescing,
Dr. Hughes won Dick's sister to Christ in
Carlisle.
And dien there was Charles. In addition to
brain swelling, his stomach developed severe
stress ulcers which caused him to bleed internally. These stress ulcers tend to develop
when a person is severely injured or burned.
However, diey are shallow—once healed,
tiiere is no sign diey had even been diere. But
die danger is that a person may hemorrhage to
death before they heal.
Such was the danger widi Charles. The doctors kept telling the Hughes family he can't
make it dirough die night, he can't make it
anotiier hour. " I saw that boy near deadi five
or sue times—hemorrhage after hemorrhage,''
Dr. Hughes said.
In the seven weeks following die accident,
Charles underwent seven major operations.
The first major operation was die emergency
removal of his spleen. The second was a
tracheotomy performed in his diroat to help
him breatiie. At one point, he needed an artificial respirator. There was no injury to his

to restore him to his wife as a strong husband
and a spirit-filled man of God."

lungs or breaming apparatus, but because his
brain was so far swollen it could not send correct signals for Charles to breatiie on his own.
Hence, until Sunday after die accident, when
die tracheotomy was performed, he was gasping constantly for breatii
To see his son struggling for his very life,
for his very breath, was hard for Dr. Hughes.
He was tempted to pray to the Lord, " O h ,
God, let him go to Heaven. Don't let him suffer s o . "
" B u t t h e n , " Dr. Hughes said, " I felt God
was telling me, ' 'But wait a minute, I let my
Son suffer for you. What if I want Charles to
live? What if I want to raise Him up?' And
God wouldn't let me pray to take him to
heaven." What Dr. Hughes did do was
search die Scriptures for the right thing to
pray to God. And he thinks he found it
when he read of Solomon's dream, in which
God asked Solomon to ask anydiing of him,
and he would grant it, and Solomon asked for
divine wisdom above every man.
" O h Lord, if you're asking me what I
want," Dr. Hughes prayed, "dien I want you

He has taken Katiiy's hand and kissed it.
He has mouthed die words, " I love you," to
his wife.
Charles was flown to die Charlottesville
Virginia, hospital on Friday, April 14, four
weeks after die accident. In diat amount of
time, he had received 4 0 pints of blood. But
his hemorrhaging had trickled to a near halt,
and he traveled1 smoothly and uneventfully
aboard the air ambulance.
The first thing the specialists in Charlottesville accomplished was to drill two little
holes through his skull to relieve the pressure
on the swollen brain.
The next day, Charles' eyes opened. He
began to follow people around widi his eyes. It
became evident that he showed signs of consciousness.
His main problems now are physical. He
has been fighting infection since he has been in

Charlottesville. Bacteria have concentrated
behind his stomach and an abscess has
developed where his spleen once was. diis shot,
his white blood corpuscle count trf
astronomical levels. Normally, die white blood
cell count is 7,000 to 10,000. If a person has
strep diroat, it usually is 15,000. When it
reaches 50,000, doctors become very concerned. Charles' white blood cell count had
reached 78,000.
Dr. Hughes brought diis information to
Thomas Road and asked for special prayer.
God began to answer. The next day, die white
blood cell count dipped to 62,000; die day
after that, it had gone back to 50,000. The
next day, it had gone down to 37,000, and last
week it was at 36,000.
On Friday, nurses stood Charles on his
feet, and with the help of a walker, he took
one step. He then gendy relaxed backwards
onto a chair, where he sat for a period of time
before returning to his bed.
As Dr. Falwell announced in church,
"Every time Charles goes to die edge of
death, Prayer brings him back."
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W H A T ' S I T ALL A B O U T ?
T h e National Conference on
Revival and Soul Winning is an annual event sponsored nationally by
the Sword of the Lord and locally by
fundamental,
soul-winning
churches. Its purpose is to stir
revival fires in the hearts of thousands of Christians to see souls
saved. It is time for Christians to
renew their burden for the lost, to
be filled with Holy Spirit power for
soul winning. Christians will learn
how to get answers to their prayers.
There will be a great emphasis on
leading thousands to an all-out
commitment to Christ and soul
winning.
We will pay particular attention
to our good ladies as they spend 4
hours in sessions with Dr. Rice's
four daughters, learning how to
cope with daily affairs, how to be
obedient wives, how to bring up
children for the Lord. Ladies,
DON'T MISS THIS SPECIAL
BLESSING P R E P A R E D FOR
YOU!
SPEAKERS: Drs. Jerry Falwell,
Lee Roberson, Jack Hyles, Greg
Dixon, Curtis Hutson, Jack Baskin,
Jack Van Impe, Bill Pennell, John
R. Rice, Bob Kelley; millionnaire
soul winner Russell Anderson.
Speakers include pastors of the
three greatest churches in the
world, with the largest crowds, the
greatest number saved. Three other
of the best church-building pastors.
Three speakers head Christian colleges with over 7,000 students.
Making this a mighty, impact on
America.. .
Stronger program than ever at
any other meet—Moody Founders
Week, or Southwide Baptist Fellowship, or Keswick in England, or
even at Winona Lake.
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Seminar
Seminar
Supper Break
6:25 p.m.
Old-Time Gospel
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Mrs. Marolyn
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Sextette
Ford
Music
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Dr. Jim
Evening
Rev. Bob
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Dr. Bill
Rushing
Chairmen
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6:45 p.m.
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to 7:45 p.m.
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All 7 of Dr. Rice's Commentaries
for Only $35.00—Order Today!
Church of God at Corinth (Commentary on I ar i II Corinthians)
by Dr. Rice. Surprisingly up-to-date, practical, down-to-earth
teaching on local church problems. 29 chapters. 271 pages, $5.95.
Filled With the Spirit (Commentary on Acta)—A verse-by-veree
teaching on the Holy Spirit: New Testament churches, their message and method; speaking with tongues; dispensational truth;
and soul winning. 28 chapters. 556 pages, $5.95.
Kinit of the Jews—A verse-by-verse commentary on Matthew
reflecting the scholarly diligence and discipline of an editor.
Profound yet simple. A best seller. 28 chapters, 5(14 pages. $5.95.
Son of Man (Commentary on Luke)—Profundity clothed in
simplicity in this volume of verse-by-verse Bible teaching. 24
chapters, 5K1 pages. $5.95.
Son of God (Commentary on .lohn)—Same attractive features as
other commentaries, PI.l'S being profusely illustrated with pictures throughout. 21 chapters, 416 pages, $5.95.
"In the Heninninu. • " (Commentary on Genesis), Excellent help
on Creation, the Flood, "Cap" Theory, Evolution, etc. Another
great verse-by-verse commentary. 559 pages, $5.95.
"hehold. He Cometh1'' Verse-by-verse commentary on the Book of
Kevelation. Allegedly mysterious Scripture made plain and practical. Complete text of Scripture included with lucid comments.
22 chapters. 1148 pages. $5.95.

Sword of the Lord, Murf reesboro, Tennessee 37130

^SPECIAL MUSIC NIGHTLY

*NURSERY PROVIDED
*BUS LECTURE

^SEMINARS FOR WOMEN
* EXHIBITS OF GOOD
MATERIAL
Visit the Bill Rice Ranch—Home of the Largest
Evangelistic Deaf Work in the World

SPONSORED BY SWORD OF THE LORD
MURPHY CENTER
MIDDLE TENNESSEE STATE UNIVERSITY
JULY 31-AUCUST 4
HOST—DR. JOHN R. RICE

Given to Churches
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T w o beautiful late-model school buses will be
awarded to two churches during the National
Conference. T h e s e buses will be fully reconditioned, t u n e d - u p , good tires, a n d in perfect running condition. Do you know of someone who would
like to start a bus ministry or who would like to a d d
a nice bus to his current fleet? If so, tell him a b o u t
the two buses to be given away absolutely free during t h e week of J u l y 31-August 4. R e a d T H E
S W O R D O F T H E LORD for complete details concerning the winning of these two e x a m p l e s of
evangelism.

Motel Accommodations
T h e Sword of the Lord will make your motel reservation for you. We have several h u n d r e d rooms
reserved for this week in our city. For help in reserving a room, call or write J o h n Stancil, Conference
D e p a r t m e n t , Sword of the Lord, P . 0 . Box 1099,
Murfreesboro, Tennessee 37130. Suggested moteU
a n d r a t e s are listed each week in T H E S W O R D . A
confirmation will be mailed to you from the motel of
your choice, as long as t i m e permits.

J
Mil. trend* SUncH

• CHILDREN'S MEETINGS
(Ages 5-12)
Under the Direction of
John and Brenda Stancil

lohn SUncU

See Home of the Sword of the Lord

Register Now!
YES, I am planning to attend the National Sword
Conference at Murfreesboro, Tennessee, July 31-August 4.1
enclose $
($1.00 for each adult. Children accompanied by their parents are free.)
NameAddress.
City

.State.

. Zip-

Telephone
(~) 1 am interested in having a display during the conference. Please send details.
O I will sing in the choir.
Q l will be bringing
children.
Mail to:

S W O R D O F T H E L O R D , B o x 1099
M u r f r e e s b o r o , T N 37130
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£ Witt Pastors Growing Church
By BOB HARRIS
Seven-year-old Melanie Driscoll clutched
her beloved doll under her arm as she was
tucked into bed one Saturday night by her
grandmother, Mrs. Frances Driscoll.
"Nanny, when I wake up in the morning,
will it be time to go to church?"
Melanie is just as happy about attending
church as scores of other families in the small
community of Buena Vista in Amherst County, about 30 miles north of Lynchburg. She
belongs to one of many families who are excited about what God has already done in just
five years.
Melanie and about 200 others regularly attend People's Baptist Church, Buena Vista,
pastored now by Liberty Baptist College and
Liberty Baptist Seminary graduate Larry Witt.
The church actually has quite an unusual
history. It began inside a Thomas Road Baptist
Church bus which serviced the Buena Vista
area. In the early 1970's, when Pastor Jerry
Falwell and Education Minister Jim Soward
were personally responsible for the bus
ministry at Thomas Road Baptist Church, the
Lynchburg congregation ran about five buses
up north to the Buena Vista area.
Several people responded and soon all the
buses rolled happily down U. S. 501 on their
way to and from Buena Vista, picking up and
dropping off people all the way. But there were
a few businessmen in town—such as Clyde
Driscoll, Frances's husband, and Melanie's
grandfather, A. J. Languedok, and Blair
Knick—who felt Buena Vista could have its
own Thomas Road Baptist Church.
After all, why not? they asked themselves.
This town had no independent, fundamental,
dynamic and aggressive Baptist church, and it
really needed one. And if there were one right
here, then all those Thomas Road buses
wouldn't have to come all the way, and the
people wouldn't have to be bussed for miles.
On June 10, 1973, some 35 of these
businessmen and their families drew up a
charter and organized the People's Baptist
Church of Buena Vista. The first meeting
place was the Enderly Heights Elementary
School.
The first task was to call a pastor. The
businessmen had always loved the ministry of
Jerry Falwell and the Thomas Road Baptist
Church, and so it was only natural for them to
look to Thomas Road for help in finding a
leader. It just so happened there was a fiery
young Irish preacher affiliated with Thomas
Road—in fact, he was dean of students at
Liberty Baptist College. His name? Edward
Dobson. Dobson jumped at the opportunity to
pastor a brand new church.
Under Dobson's dynamic leadership, the
church snowballed in size. By the time he left
two years later, the church was averaging
about 250 in Sunday school each week and
about 300 in the worship service. In fact, on
the first anniversary in 1974, a record attendance of 339 was established. For the occasion,
Dobson preached from the rooftop.
It took only a few short weeks before the
People's Baptist Church outgrew the
150-capacity auditorium at Enderly Heights
Elementary School. Next, Dobson approached
the school board to use the Parry McClure
High School auditorium in town, and the
board graciously consented on a temporary
basis.
Dobson was truly excited about preaching to
the Buena Vista congregation. In the first
place, he thoroughly enjoyed preaching. Pastor
Falwell of Thomas Road knew that, and that is
why he asked Dobson to help start the People's
Baptist Church. In the second place, the
warmth and friendship of his flock overwhelmed him.
But in less than two years, Dobson realized
that pastoring the People's Baptist Church was
one full-time job, while being dean at LBC was
another. He could not do both. So, in February
1975, he felt led to resign.
The congregation remained without a fullI time pastor for five months. The growth of the
P church leveled off during that time, and then
•; began to decline. But in July 1975, God sent a
I man to Buena Vista, and the church felt this
J was the man God would have them call as their
f. pastor. His name was Larry Witt.
Witt, whose grandfather was a full blooded
I Cherokee Indian, was born 38 years ago in
1 Lynchburg and reared in this area. He met his
• t wife, Elizabeth, at Lynchburg General
h Hospital, where she graduated in the nursing
• program. They were married in 1960. They
I now have two sons: Larry Jr., who is 16 years
I old, and Timothy, who is 6.
Larry began his adult life as a career military
j "1 man. He spent a total of eight years in the Air
* Force. But in 1962, he was saved while on duty at Columbus Air Force Base in Georgia. He
was invited by some friends to attend the
Easter Sunday sunrise services at Antioch Bap

Peoples Baptist Church

tist Church near the air force base, and the Holy Spirit convicted him to make his way to the
prayer altar for counseling.
Actually, his salvation experience proved to
be the beginning of the end of his career in the
Air Force. Though he was transferred to
Homestead Air Force Base in Florida, it was
there he was called to the Gospel ministry in
1965. He was discharged from his stint in the
Air Force in 1966, and he decided not to reenlist.
Feeling he knew about as much about the
Bible as a third-grader, Larry decided to enroll
in college. He attended Norman College for
two years in Georgia, graduating in 1968. He
then transferred to a liberal theological school
in Tennessee, for which he now is sorry. His
professors tried to drill false doctrine into his
head for nearly two years.
Rather than being totally brainwashed, he
found himself slowly but surely disillusioned.
Unhappy, Larry moved his family back home
to Lynchburg, but he happily discovered a
brand new Christian school had been born
under the Thomas Road Baptist Church. Its
name? Lynchburg Baptist College. Larry
enrolled in 1971, and with his transfer credits
from Norman College, he was able to graduate
in 1973.
At about the same time the People's Baptist
Church was forming in Buena Vista, Larry experienced another happy blessing from the
Lord. It could almost seem coincidental. Just
the time he graduated from college, Thomas
Road began a graduate theological school for
young preachers—Lynchburg Baptist
Theological Seminary. Larry enrolled in the
first class of the seminary in the fall of 1973.
Though he began his work as pastor of People's Baptist Church in 1975, he still remained as a part-time student of the seminary. He
wanted to wait until the seminary received
state approval to grant degrees from the
Virginia Council of Higher Education before
he received his degree. The seminary got that
approval in 1977, and that was the year Larry
graduated.
If People's Baptist Church has not shown
spectacular growth grown in numbers, Larry
believes the congregation's spiritual growth
has been phenomenal. Case in point: the
church plunged into a relatively big debt during the first few weeks of its existence as it purchased an old funeral parlor to worship in. The
debt was to the tune of $14,000.
But it only took a year, and an anonymous
donor paid all the debt off, so that during its
first year of existence the People's Baptist
Church entered the book in the black—
with a building all paid for to boot.
Though the membership and attendance
declined during the five-month interim period,
Larry has slowly been able to build attendance back up to approximately where it was
during Dobson's tenure. The attendance
reached 300 for Homecoming Day in 1976,
and it jumped to 400 during a Homecoming in
1977, when Dr. Falwell came up to preach.
Right now, the church has a radio ministry,
a bus ministry, and an embryonic youth
department in Sunday school. Larry remains
the only church staff member at this writing,
but within the next few days the church is expected to vote in a full-time secretary, and
Larry is beginning to search for a full or part
time youth pastor.
As for the radio ministry, Larry preaches
a message each Sunday morning at 9 on his
30-minute program, "Harvest Time," on
WRAL from Lexington. He "turns on the
rousements," as some colloquialists might
say, on the program, preaching with a hell
fire-and damnation message carefully blended
with an enthusiastic style. Yet in the pulpit
Larry appears quiet and very easy-going. It is
evident to his congregation that he loves them,
as their continued presence attests.
As foi tne bus ministry, the church operates
two buses at this time, and these two routes do
an adequate job of blanketing the community
of Buena Vista.
In the past year, the People's Baptist Church
received a gift amounting to 21 acres of land
on the south side of town. The congregation
desires this to be the future home of the Peo
pie's Baptist Church. A building program will
begin within the next year.
Homecoming 1978 on June 11 will be held
on this hilly terrain just outside of town. The
meeting will be open air, with dinner on the

grounds. Dr. John Gamble, an evangelist from
Lynchburg, will be the featured speaker.
Larry expects to move the church to that
new location within the next 12 to 18 months.
Once the church is there, he will be able to
consider starting a Christian day school. He
feels somewhat stymied by the limited capacity
of the funeral parlor the church is located in
now. He says the church will have a greater
potential of expanding once the big move is
made.
In fact, one of the reasons the attendance
numbers have leveled off is the limited space at
the funeral parlor, Larry says. It's a law which
he learned in seminary; your congregation will
only grow to the capacity of your building, and
then it will not only level off, it will begin to
taper off and become less than the capacity of
the building.
But, even so, the People's Baptist Church of
Buena Vista is the second largest church in
that community. And one of the reasons for its
high spiritual growth, Larry believes, is the
dedication its people have to the Lord Jesus.
Take, for example, Dan Kutz. Dan is a
charter member, and a building contractor in
the city. He is donating his time and talents to
help construct the new buildings for the
church on the new site in the next year. In addition, he will help grade and pave the roads
which will lead to the new site.
Second, there is Emil "Tex" Seelke, a
lineman with the Virginia Electric and Power
Company. Tex, a 6-foot, 6-inch colossus, leads
the congregational singing. He is especially
loved by the young people in the church for his
big heart.
Third, A. J. Languedok, an engineer who
works for Lee's Carpet, is volunteer youth
leader. Blair Knick, a truck driver employed by
General Motors, serves on Larry's board of
trustees, as do Fred Spence, a deputy sheriff
and Thurman Clark. Clark also is Sunday
school superintendent and calls himself a
"hired killer," because he is employed as a
salesman for Orkin Pesticide Co. Spence is
assistant Sunday school superintendent.
The greatest factor in the success of Larry's
ministry, he says, is the visitation program he
has set up. Right now he groups his members
in visitation teams of two who go out into the
community and knock on doors or use
telephones at least one night a week for 14
weeks. The church has two basic visitation
nights. Tuesday nights are reserved to visit
those on a prospect list—people who have
come to the church services at least once and
have filled out a visitation card.
Bus visitation is reserved for Thursday, and it
is primarily a door-to-door "cold turkey" approach to people who have had no previous
contact with the church.
But, in addition to these visitation practices,
Larry has established his "Fishermen
Clubs"—consisting of one-on-one training in
soul-winning. Larry does this four nights a
week with four different men. He has the men
go out with him as he knocks on doors.
As a result, 75 per cent of all those who
walk the aisles at People's are saved in the
home, Larry says. And there are many who
walk the aisles. Last Sunday, the church saw
two people—who had never visited
People's—get saved. The Sunday before that,
four people walked the aisles to find salvation.
The church has built up what Larry calls a
"real good" testimony with the community.
The pastor has unhindered access to the city
and county jails and hospitals. In fact, he has
encountered no problems going up to Charlottesville to visit Charles Hughes. When Larry
last visited Charles, the young evangelist
recently involved in a tragic auto accident
mouthed the words, "How is your church
coming along?" to the pastor.
The People's Baptist Church has one major
long-range goal, but Larry has a personal longrange goal. The church's goal is to move up to
the new property only after the new building is
all paid for. The congregation expects God to
provide just as He has in the past, although
they know this new building will cost at least
$300,000.
Larry's goal is to reach every individual in
Buena Vista for Jesus Christ. Being a racial
minority member himself, Larry is particularly
concerned that minorities have been denied the
Gospel in the deep south in the past. He wants
to see the People's Baptist Church become
some what integrated. Right now, three black
families regularly attend services there, and he
is quite pleased about it.
"I don't think our people are prejudiced,"
he says, "and 1 think we can be burdened to
reach all the people 0J all colors. After all, we
have the greatest mottO 1 think a church can
have:

"We are People's Baptist Church, in the
heart of the mountains, with mountains of
heart."

